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ABSTRACT

ROAD-BASED ROUTING IN VEHICULAR AD HOC NETWORKS

by
Josiane Nzouonta-Domgang

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) can provide scalable and cost-effective solutions for

applications such as traffic safety, dynamic route planning, and context-aware advertisement

using short-range wireless communication. To function properly, these applications require

efficient routing protocols. However, existing mobile ad hoc network routing and forwarding

approaches have limited performance in VANETs. This dissertation shows that routing

protocols which account for VANET-specific characteristics in their designs, such as high

density and constrained mobility, can provide good performance for a large spectrum of

applications.

This work proposes a novel class of routing protocols as well as three forwarding

optimizations for VANETs. The Road-Based using Vehicular Traffic (RBVT) routing

is a novel class of routing protocols for VANETs. RBVT protocols leverage real-time

vehicular traffic information to create stable road-based paths consisting of successions

of road intersections that have, with high probability, network connectivity among them.

Evaluations of RBVT protocols working in conjunction with geographical forwarding show

delivery rate increases as much as 40% and delay decreases as much as 85% when compared

with existing protocols.

Three optimizations are proposed to increase forwarding performance. First, one-

hop geographical forwarding is improved using a distributed receiver-based election of

next hops, which leads to as much as 3 times higher delivery rates in highly congested

networks. Second, theoretical analysis and simulation results demonstrate that the delay in



highly congested networks can be reduced by half by switching from traditional FIFO with

Taildrop queuing to LIFO with Frontdrop queuing. Third, nodes can determine suitable

times to transmit data across RBVT paths or proactively replace routes before they break

using analytical models that accurately predict the expected road-based path durations in

VANETs.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Wireless ad hoc networks (i.e., decentralized networks created on the fly by hosts located

in proximity of one another) are no longer just a research concept. Due to their aptitude to

require minimal effort to setup, ad hoc networks are suitable for a wide range of applications,

including battlefields communications and disaster recovery operations. In August of 2008,

researchers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) demonstrated

an ad hoc network prototype for first responders in building fires and mines collapse [2].

Unmanned vehicles (aerial, terrestrial, and aquatic) with autonomic operation of a few

hours, already can be sent to regions where human presence is deemed dangerous [3, 4], and

they can form networks on the fly to report observations to command and control centers.

When the hosts (or nodes) of an ad network are mobile, the network is called a mobile

ad hoc network (MANET). This dissertation focuses on a subset of MANETs, namely

vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). The rest of this chapter presents several useful

applications of vehicular networks and discusses other vehicles-based network solutions in

Section 1.1. Section 1.3 discusses the characteristics of vehicular ad hoc networks and the

challenges of routing and forwarding in VANETs. The contributions of this dissertation

are presented in Section 1.4 and the contributors to this work are recognized in Section 1.5.

Finally, Section 1.6 details the structure of this dissertation.
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1.1 Vehicular Networks

In recent years, most new vehicles come already equipped with GPS receivers and navigation

systems. Car manufacturers such as Ford, GM, and BMW have already announced efforts

to include significant computing power inside their cars [5, 6] and Chrysler became the

first car manufacturer to include Internet access in a few of its 2009 line of vehicles [7].

This trend is expected to continue and in the near future, the number of vehicles equipped

with computing technologies and wireless network interfaces will increase dramatically.

These vehicles will be able to run network protocols that will exchange messages for safer,

entertainment and more fluid traffic on the roads.

Standardization is already underway for communication to and from vehicles. The

Federal Communication Commission (FCC) in the United States has allocated a bandwidth

of 75MHz around the 5.9GHz band for vehicle to vehicles and vehicles to road side infrastructure

communications through the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) [8] services.

The emergence of vehicular networks would enable several useful applications, both

safety and non-safety related, such as automatic road traffic alerts dissemination, dynamic

route planning, service queries (e.g., parking availability), audio and video file sharing

between moving vehicles, and context-aware advertisement (e.g., [9, 10, 11]). To deploy

these services, three types of communications involving moving vehicles are considered,

including cellular network, vehicle to roadside infrastructure and ad hoc vehicle communications.

Brief descriptions of each of these types of communication are provided below. Note that

hybrids means of communication involving combinations of the methods described here

can also be used [12, 13].
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Figure 1.1 Vehicular networks can be formed in three ways: using cellular network,
roadside infrastructure or vehicle-to-vehicle communications.

1.1.1 Communications through Cellular Network

The first method connects vehicles to the Internet through cellular data networks using any

of the following technologies: EV-DO, 3G, GPRS, etc. [14, 15J. This service is already

commercially available from car manufacturers [7] and from other third-parties [16].

In most commercially available solutions, the vehicle is transformed into a IEEE 802.11

(WIFI) hotspot and the Internet connection can be shared by many computers in the car.

Usually, a limit is set on the amount of data transfer (e.g., 1GB or 5GB maximum per

month). The main advantage of this method of connection is that the vehicle will have

Internet access wherever cellular coverage is available. The main drawbacks are the dependence

on the cellular operator coverage network and the limited available data rates (rates vary

around 500Kbps-800Kpbs) [17].
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1.1.2 Vehicle to Roadside Infrastructure Communications

The second method uses roadside infrastructure. Here, vehicles connect to other vehicles

or to the Internet through roadside access points positioned along the roads. Two main

variants can be found in the literature: the access points could be installed specifically

for the purpose of providing Internet access to vehicles or the latter could make use of

open 802.11 (WiFi) access points encountered opportunistically along city streets [18].

The advantage of this method of connection is that vehicles will be able to connect to the

Internet using much higher data rates (e.g., 11Mbps) than through the cellular network.

The drawbacks include the cost related to installing access points along the roads to obtain

reasonable coverage. Additionally, in the case where open access points are used, the access

points owners' consent would legally be required before such a service is deployed [18].

1.1.3 Vehicle-to-vehicle (ad hoc) Communications

Using Internet-based communications to and from vehicles will probably remain the method

of choice for communications as long as the ratio of WiFi-enabled vehicles remains low.

However, the prevalence of WiFi-ready vehicles will open the way for ad hoc networks of

moving vehicles [11, 19]. The advantage here is the addition of a distinct, high bandwidth

network to the existing infrastructure network. The main drawback is that these networks

could require new set of protocols as the viability of vehicular networks applications described

above is conditioned by whether or not VANET routing protocols are able to satisfy the

throughput and delay requirements of these applications.
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1.2 Problem Statement

This dissertation addresses the problem of efficient routing and forwarding in VANETs.

VANETs were selected for this study because, among the vehicular networks, the ad hoc

configuration has the greater potential of widespread use: it is scalable (compared to

cellular communication), low-cost, and provides higher bandwidth. Even though VANETs

show great promise, their success is dependent on whether VANET routing protocols are

able to satisfy the throughput and delay requirements of applications deployed on these

networks. Thus, this dissertation aims to answer questions such as: Do existing MANET

routing protocols work well in VANET? If not, what are the main characteristics of VANETs

that influence routing and how can they be incorporated in better protocols? Are current

forwarding protocols enough or can they be optimized for VANET characteristics?

1.3 Routing and Forwarding Challenges in VANETs

To better understand the challenges brought by VANETs, it is important first to understand

the characteristics of these networks.

1.3.1 Characteristics of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

VANETs are characterized by (a) high node mobility, (b) constrained nodes movements

(c) obstacles-heavy deployment fields, and (d) large number of nodes, which all add to the

communication challenges. First, vehicles are continually moving along the roads at higher

speeds than in a MANET. Thus a VANET will present a continually changing structure,

and communication links are expected to be valid for few minutes or seconds. Next, the

movements of vehicles are constrained on roads, hence the existing roadmaps put a limit to

the topologies available in VANETs, when compared to MANETs. Then, the presence of
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high-rise buildings and houses between streets impacts the propagation of wireless waves

through reflections and refractions [20, 21]. Finally, VANETs have the potential to contain

a very large number of nodes as any vehicle can be part of the network. It is assumed that

each vehicle is equipped with a Geographical Positioning System (GPS), digital maps or

navigation system and an ad hoc wireless communication device.

1.3.2 VANET Routing Challenges

Analyzes of traditional routing protocols for MANETs demonstrated that their performance

is poor in VANETs [22, 23]. The main problem with these protocols (e.g., [24, 25]) in

VANETs environments is their route instability, which leads to packets drops, increased

overhead from route repairs, low delivery ratios and high transmission delays.

An alternative routing approach is offered by geographical routing protocols (e.g.,

GPSR [26]), which decouple forwarding from the nodes identity; they do not establish

routes, but use the position of the destination and the position of the neighbor nodes

to forward data. Any node ensuring progress toward the destination can be used for

forwarding. Yet, it runs the risk of packets being dropped at dead end streets because

no consideration is given to the roads layouts. The question then, is whether integrating

VANETs features (road topology, real-time road traffic flow, presence of building, etc.) in

the design of routing protocols would lead to better performance. And if so, what is the

best way to integrate them?

1.3.3 VANET Forwarding Challenges

The characteristics of VANETs also impact the forwarding of packets. Three main forwarding

challenges were identified: next hop selection, queuing disciplines, and paths durations.
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Protocols such as DSR or GPSR maintain lists of neighbors, which are used to determine

the next hop. If the lists are not accurate, the best next hop could be missed, or even worse,

a vehicle node which is already out of the transmission range could be chosen. Maintaining

up-to-date lists requires frequent "hello" packet broadcasting. Yet, too much broadcasting

will result in a large communication overhead. Thus, the question is how to use accurate

node positions in the selection of the next hop without incurring too much overhead.

Vehicular ad hoc networks often experience congestion faster than well-designed

wired networks, leading to high end-to-end delays and jitter even for moderate traffic. This

particularly impacts delay sensitive but loss tolerant applications such as traffic or accident

monitoring. The choice of queuing discipline had been shown to impact the performance

of data transfers in wired IP networks [27], where TCP was proved to perform better

under congestion when routers use FIFO with Frontdrop instead of FIFO with Taildrop

or RED [28]. The question then is whether ad hoc networks can achieve better end-to-end

delay and jitter with a different queuing discipline.

The final forwarding challenge considered deals with exploiting the knowledge of

routing paths duration to improve the performance of RBVT. Often, a node in a vehicular ad

hoc network will try to establish a communication path when the destination is unreachable.

Other times, the path will be established only to have it break a few seconds later due to

the movements of nodes. The questions then are: Can vehicular traffic information be used

to accurately estimate the length of connection/disconnection periods between nodes in

VANETs? Can these estimates be used to optimize the route selection and data transfers?
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1.4 Contributions of Dissertation

The focus of this dissertation is how to improve data routing and forwarding in VANETs

by incorporating VANETs characteristics into protocol designs. The main contributions of

this dissertation are:

• The Road-Based with Vehicular Traffic (RBVT) class of routing protocols for

VANETs. RBVT protocols leverage real-time vehicular traffic information to create

road-based paths consisting of successions of road intersections that have, with high

probability, network connectivity among them. Geographical forwarding is used

to move packets between intersections on the path. Two variants are designed and

implemented: a reactive protocol, RBVT-R, and a proactive protocol, RBVT-P. The

main difference from existing approaches is the reduced impact of individual node

movements on the routing path sensitivity. This is enabled by the combination of:

(1) greater adaptability to network conditions through incorporation of real-time

vehicular traffic information, and (2) route stability through road-based routes and

geographical forwarding. Evaluations of RBVT protocols working in conjunction

with geographical forwarding show delivery rate increases as much as 40% and delay

decreases as much as 85% when compared with existing protocols.

• Distributed multi-criteria receiver-based forwarding technique for VANETs is

a distributed, beaconless forwarding method based on a light modification of the

RTS/CTS mechanism in IEEE 802.11 standard. This method enables geographical

forwarding without the overhead associated with periodic "hello" messages to maintain

accurate neighbor lists With only slight modification, the RTS/CTS messages will

enable nodes to self-determine whether they should act as en-route nodes for forwarding
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packets. This method improves upon previous approaches by identifying three key

parameters that affect the quality of the selected next-hop in VANETs. The parameters

are: the distance between the next hop and the destination, the received power level

(which could be affected by noise and channel fading) and the distance of the relay to

the transmitter. Evaluations show as much as 3 times higher delivery rates in highly

congested networks.

• Theoretical and simulation analysis on the impact of queuing disciplines on

end-to-end delay in ad hoc networks. This analysis focuses on the effects of

FIFO vs LIFO and Taildrop vs Frontdrop queuing disciplines on performance. It

shows that LIFO with Frontdrop works better in high congestion scenarios while

FIFO (especially FIFO with Frontdrop) works better for low data traffic. Simulation

evaluations confirmed the analytical results. This analysis is different from previous

work in networking, which seldom consider LIFO because of its perceived unfairness.

In highly congested networks, delay can be reduced by half by switching from traditional

FIFO with Taildrop queuing to LIFO with Frontdrop queuing.

• Theoretical characterization of RBVT path durations: The knowledge of expected

path durations can be used to decide when to start a data transfer or to generate a new

route discovery before the current route is about to break. In this way, the average

throughput can be improved and the overhead further reduced. This contribution

focuses on theoretical characterization of RBVT path durations in VANETs. Two

analytical models are proposed to estimate the lifetime of RBVT paths. The first

model, DTMC-CA, is a discrete-time and discrete-space Markov chain model based

on the microscopic Cellular Automaton freeway traffic model. Two methods are
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employed to significantly reduce the state space of the Markov chain. Evaluations

show that DTMC-CA provides a high level of accuracy when compared with simulation

results (within few seconds of simulation measurements in most cases). DTMC-CA

accuracy is high for short paths while good approximations are provided for longer

paths. The predictions obtained can be incorporated in RBVT protocols for improved

performance. The second model, Connectivity Window, generalizes DTMC-CA to

any microscopic vehicular traffic model by abstracting the details of microscopic

traffic movement from the model.

1.5 Contributors to this Dissertation

This dissertation has been made with contributions from Neeraj Rajgure, Teunis Ott, Guiling

Wang, and Marvin Nakayama. Neeraj Rajgure, who designed RBVT-P, co-authored [1]

along with Guiling Wang. Teunis Ott co-authored the study on the impact of queuing

disciplines on latency in ad hoc networks [29]. Marvin Nakayama co-authored the study

on deriving estimate of path durations with RBVT.

1.6 Structure of Dissertation

The remaining of this thesis proposal is structured as follows: chapter 2 reviews related

work. Chapter 3 presents the RBVT class of protocols and shows two examples RBVT

protocols implemented, a reactive protocol and a proactive protocol. Then chapter 4 describes

the MAC layer optimizations which enable a beaconless geographic forwarding. Chapter 5

presents the analytical and simulation study of the impact of queuing disciplines on end-

to-end delay in ad hoc networks while the RBVT path durations analysis is presented in

chapter 6. Finally, chapter 7 summarizes this thesis and presents future work.



CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

This chapter presents background and related work literature in the domain of routing in

MANETs (section 2.1), routing in VANETs (section 2.2), distributed next hop selection

(section 2.3), methods specifically aimed at reducing delay in ad hoc networks (section 2.4)

and distribution of path durations in ad hoc networks (section 2.5). The chapter concludes

in section 2.6.

2.1 Routing in MANET

Routing has been a major research topic in MANETs. DSDV [30] and DSR [25] are

protocols that focus on the topology of the network to select the end-to-end communication

path. DSDV is a proactive protocol that may work well in small static environments,

but does not scale well in larger, dynamic environments in which link information are

frequently updated. RBVT-P is a proactive algorithm as well, but unlike DSDV it is not

tied to individual nodes. RBVT-P constructs a real-time view of the vehicular traffic on

the roads. DSR is a source-based routing that creates routes on-demand. RBVT-R creates

routes on-demand, but the two protocols differ in the representation of the routes. In DSR,

routes are sequences of nodes, thus leading to frequent route break in VANETs, while in

RBVT-R, the routes are sequences of road intersections defining connected road segments.

To improve on traditional node-centric protocols that do not consider the road topology,

a few protocols for VANETs [31, 32] exploit the fact that movements of vehicles are

constrained on roads to either predict the lifetime of routes in node-centric protocols (and

11
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repair routes before they break) or reduce the number of route breaks by selecting, during

the route creation, neighbors moving in the same direction and with a small relative speed.

RBVT-R routing differs from these protocols in that the routes are road-based and their

main components are the road intersections traversed on the path from source to destination.

Geographical routing protocols, such as GPSR [26], GFG [33], and GOAFR [34], use

node positions to route data between end-points. In static ad hoc networks, for which they

have been originally designed, they scale well because the only overhead is generated by

"hello" messages to update the neighbor lists. However, under high mobility VANETs, the

recovery strategies proposed in the literature (when a forwarding node cannot be found)

are often based on planar graph traversals, which were shown not to be as effective in

VANETs due to radio obstacles, high node mobility, and the fact that vehicle movements

are constrained on roads, rather than being uniformly distributed across a region [22].

2.2 Routing in VANET

The main concepts of anchor-based routing in sensor networks [35, 36] have been adapted

to vehicular networks environments. GSR [22] and SAR [37] integrate the road topologies

in routing using those concepts. In these protocols, a source computes the shortest road-

based path from its current position to the destination. Similar to RBVT, they include the

list of intersections that defines the path from source to destination in the header of each

data packet sent by the source. However, [22], [37] do not consider the real-time vehicular

traffic, and consequently, they could include empty roads or roads with network partitions.

To alleviate this issue, A-STAR [38] modifies GSR by giving preference to streets served

by transit buses each time a new intersection is to be added to the source route. The recently

introduced CAR [23] protocol finds connected paths between source and destination pairs
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considering real-time traffic. CAR uses "guards" added to "hello" messages to reflect the

movements of the source and destination nodes on the paths. Gytar [39] does not store the

full intersection-based route in the packets. Instead, the selection of the next intersection is

made dynamically, each time choosing the next road segment with the best balance of road

density and road length.

MDDV [40] and VADD [41] use opportunistic forwarding to transport data from

source to destination. VADD uses historic data traffic flow to determine the best route

to the destination. MDDV considers the road traffic conditions as well as the number of

lanes on each road segment to select the best road-based trajectory to forward data. In both

protocols, when no vehicle node can be found by along the forwarding trajectory, a carry-

and-forward approach is used. The vehicle node which is unable to transmit the data packet

will store it until it finds a more suitable relay. These protocols are well suited for delay-

tolerant applications i.e. applications for which the users can tolerate a certain level of delay

(up to a minute or more), as long as the data eventually arrives. The RBVT protocols on

the other hand provide support for applications that are not delay tolerant. RBVT protocols

require that an end to end path exists for data to reach the destination. Under very sparse

vehicular traffic, as well as at the early stages of the deployment of wireless technology in

vehicles (while many vehicles do not have wireless interfaces), opportunistic forwarding

solutions, such as these, will be needed for car-to-car ad hoc communications.

Note that real-life measurements with commercial GPS receivers [42] showed errors

in reporting of GPS positions in urban environment. Because RBVT protocols follow

paths made of road segments, they are more resilient to vehicle node positions errors of

a few meters. The integration of inertial navigation system to GPS receivers is expected to

improve the detection and handling of GPS position errors.
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2.3 Distributed Next-Hop Selection

Previous work on distributed next-hop selection is available in the literature. Receiver-

based selection is proposed at the routing layer in [43, 44] and at the MAC layer [45,

46, 47, 48]. In [43], all neighbors of a transmitting node receive the entire packet, but

only one neighbor will re-broadcast it. This neighbor is the one which wins a time-based

contention phase in which the node closest to the destination is favored. Minimizing the

remaining distance to the destination is also the objective of the schemes in [45, 46, 48],

which operate at the MAC layer. In [45], the area covered by the sender transmission range

is divided into circular regions of different priorities with the nodes in the outermost ring

given the highest priority. However, all these methods consider the unit disk assumption,

which does not hold in real-life VANETs. RBVT's next hop self-election is capable to

work in realistic conditions, where obstacles and noise affect the wireless communication

frequently, because it incorporates multiple criteria in the selection of the best next hop

(forwarding progress, optimal transmission area and received power).

Multiple criteria receiver-based next hop selection has been described in a general

form in [47]. The authors demonstrated that using carefully selected criteria can improve

the election of the optimal next hop. However, actual criteria to be used in practice were

not defined. In this dissertation, the idea is applied to vehicular networks and criteria to

optimize the election of the next hop are defined.

2.4 Effect of Queuing Discipline on Delay

Long queuing delays and packet losses are typical signs of congestion in wired networks.

These problems are exacerbated in ad hoc networks by the shared medium contention,

higher bit-error rates, changing channel quality during data transfers, and potential mobility.
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To improve the quality of delay sensitive applications, several solutions that adapt techniques

dealing with congestion in wired networks to the conditions encountered in wireless networks

have been proposed.

Rate-based approaches [49, 50, 51] reduce the sending rate when congestion is detected.

In [49], the authors adapt TFRC (TCP Friendly Rate Control [52]) to wireless networks.

With TFRC, the destination host continuously sends estimates of the loss rate to the source

host, which adjusts its sending rate to these estimates. The solutions proposed in [51] point

out that hop-by-hop techniques are able to react to congestion faster, providing improved

performance compared to end-to-end schemes such as [49] and [50]. Indeed, in ad hoc

networks, multi-hop communications often use routing protocols such as [24, 25] which

perform symmetric routing (the same path is used for communications to and from the

source). Thus, the notification packets sent by the destination are likely to experience some

delay as well. Furthermore, notification packets increase the amount of data in the network,

thus adding to the channel contention [53].

A cross-layer approach presented in [54] proposes adaptations to all the layers of the

TCP/IP protocol stack. At the link layer for example, the authors propose adapting the

packets' lengths to the current SINR (signal to interference plus noise ratio) to decrease the

packet error rate. The optimizations are carried out by each node individually, adapting to

wireless link conditions and traffic flows. Cross-layer solutions are attractive in that they

provide a holistic approach to the problem and can be applied locally at each node. The

disadvantage is the corresponding complexity: a complete overhaul of the protocols on all

the layers is needed.

A priority-content approach [55], focused on video transmissions, proposes to use a

congestion-distortion scheduler to prioritize certain packets based on their content. For
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example, the I and SI frames of an MPEG-4 stream are given priority over B frames

because the loss of I or SI frames impacts the decoder significantly compared to the loss

of a B frame. Prioritizing certain packets can be accomplished at the original source of

the transmission. However, congestion in a multi-hop ad hoc network may appear at any

intermediate node which acts as a router for the packet and the quality of the transmission

would still suffer. The solution proposed in [56] describes a hybrid Automatic Repeat

Request (ARQ) algorithm which combines ARQ and Forward Error Correction (FEC)

to improve unicast communications, while the one in [57] presents a connection-oriented

unreliable transport protocol which operates like UDP with a congestion control scheme.

Different from all these solutions, our work demonstrates that end-to-end delay and

jitter can be improved significantly by simply allowing the nodes to dynamically switch

between different queuing disciplines. The decision is made locally as function of the

observed traffic load. This solution does not generate network overhead, does not require

changes to higher layer protocols, and can work in conjunction with optimizations at other

layers.

2.5 Paths Duration in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

A few continuous and discrete time/space models have been proposed for estimating path

duration in mobile ad hoc networks. A discrete-time and discrete-space model for MANET

path durations is proposed in [58]. Mobile nodes move on an open plane according to the

Random Way-point (RWP) model. The area is divided into hexagonal cells of radius r. A

link between two nodes, with respective coordinates (x, y) and (x', y'), is represented as a

vector of the differences of coordinates (x' — x, y' — y). The link vectors are elements of the

state space of a Markov chain. Then, assuming independence between consecutive links on
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a path, the authors derive an estimate of path duration in the network. A continuous model

for the distribution of residual lifetime of link and path duration in MANETs using the RWP

model is presented in [59]. By application of Palm's theorem, the authors show that path

durations converge to an exponential distribution. The authors also assessed the impact

of the assumption of independence between consecutive links and find a weak correlation

coefficient between them.

In vehicular networks, link durations and spatial node distributions have been studied

through analytical derivations [60, 61]. The authors derived the probability of two vehicles

being connected at a time t as well as the distribution of the number of vehicles in communication

range. The distribution of duration of one-hop links is also computed. Similar metrics

are measured through simulations in [62]. The work in this dissertation focuses on the

duration of uninterrupted wireless connectivity for multihop communications in a vehicular

networks. The duration of connectivity on a closed loop road obtained through simulations

is presented in [63]. The difference with the present work is the analytical method proposed

here for deriving those measures.

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented background and related work literature on routing in MANETs and

VANETs. Also discussed were techniques proposed to reduce overhead in ad hoc networks

through self-election mechanisms. Next, previous work addressing the problem of delay

in ad hoc networks was also reviewed. Finally, existing methods to compute connectivity

related probabilities were presented.
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ROAD-BASED ROUTING PROTOCOLS

This chapter presents a class of city-based VANET routing protocols, called RBVT, which

leverage real-time vehicular traffic information to create road-based paths consisting of

successions of road intersections that have, with high probability, network connectivity

among them. Geographical forwarding allows the use of any node present on a road

segment to forward packets between two consecutive intersections on the path from source

to destination, reducing the path's sensibility to individual node movements. Simulation

results show that the RBVT protocols outperform existing protocols in the studied scenarios.

In terms of successful data delivery, RBVT-R performed best, with an increase as much as

40% compared to AODV and 30% compared to GSR using the IEEE 802.11 standard. In

terms of average delay, RBVT-P performed best, with delays as much as 85% lower than

some existing solutions.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the motivation

behind RBVT design. Section 3.2 describes RBVT-R, the reactive protocol, and RBVT-P,

the proactive protocol. Section 3.3 presents the simulation results. The chapter concludes

in Section 3.4.

3.1 Motivation

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are expected to support a large spectrum of mobile

distributed applications ranging from traffic alert dissemination and dynamic route planning

to context-aware advertisement and file sharing [9, 10, 11, 64, 18]. Considering the large

18
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number of nodes participating in these networks and their high mobility, debates still exist

about the feasibility of applications using end-to-end multi-hop communication. The main

concern is whether the performance of VANET routing protocols can satisfy the throughput

and delay requirements of such applications. Since routing performance depends on the

type of VANETs (i.e., network characteristics such as node density and average speed differ

in cities, highways, and suburban areas), this chapter focuses on VANET routing in city-

based scenarios.

Analyzes of traditional routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)

demonstrated that their performance is poor in VANETs [22, 23]. The main problem

with these protocols (AODV [24], DSR [25], etc) in VANETs environments is their route

instability. The traditional node-centric view of the routes (i.e., an established route is

a fixed succession of nodes between the source and destination) leads to frequent broken

routes in the presence of VANETs' high mobility, as illustrated in Figure 3.1(a). Consequently,

many packets are dropped and the overhead due to route repairs or failure notifications

increases significantly, leading to low delivery ratios and high transmission delays.

An alternative approach is offered by geographical routing protocols (e.g., GFG [33],

GOAFR [34], GPSR [26]), which decouple forwarding from the nodes identity; they do

not establish routes, but use the position of the destination and the position of the neighbor

nodes to forward data. Unlike node-centric routing, geographical routing has the advantage

that any node ensuring progress toward the destination can be used for forwarding. For

instance, in Figure 3.1(a), using geographical forwarding, node N2 could be used instead

of N1 to forward data to D. Despite better path stability, geographical forwarding does not

perform well in city-based VANETs either [65, 22] Its problem is that many times it cannot
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Dead end road

(a) Routes established as fixed successions
of nodes break frequently in highly mobile
VANETs. Route (S, NI, D) established at
time t breaks at time t, + At when NI moves
out of the transmission range of S.

(b) Geographical forwarding can route
packets toward dead ends causing
unnecessary traffic overhead in the network
and longer delays for packets. Instead
of forwarding data on the dotted path,
geographical forwarding sends data to N I
and N2, following the shortest geographical
path from S to D on a dead end road.

Figure 3.1 Problems with traditional routing approaches in VANETs

find a next hop (i.e., a node closer to the destination than the current node). For example, as

shown in Figure 3.1 (b), it could take wrong road paths that do not lead to destination. The

recovery strategies proposed in the literature are often based on planar graph traversals,

which were shown not to be as effective in VANETs due to radio obstacles, high node

mobility, and the fact that vehicle movements are constrained on roads rather than being

uniformly distributed across a region [22].

A number of road-based routing protocols [22, 37, 65, 23] have been designed to

address this issue. However, many of them [22, 37] do not factor in the vehicular traffic flow

by using the shortest road path between source and destination. As depicted in Figure 3.2,

it is possible that the roads segments on the shortest path are empty (or have network

partitions). Other projects [39, 41, 40, 65] try to alleviate this issue by using historical data

about average daily/hourly vehicular traffic flows. Unfortunately, historical data are not an

accurate indicator of the current road traffic conditions, as events such as road constructions

or traffic redirection are not rare.
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Figure 3.2 The proposed solution creates a route (S, I I , 12, 13, D) using the road
intersections. Since it considers the real-time vehicular traffic, the proposed solution is
able to avoid the shorter path (S, II, 13, D) that would lead to a broken route. Once the
road-based route is established, geographical forwarding is used to route data between any
two intersections.

3.2 RBVT Protocols

The RBVT class of routing protocols leverage real-time vehicular traffic information to

create road-based paths. Figure 3.2 shows an example that illustrates the main idea of

this class of routing. RBVT presents two main advantages: (1) adaptability to network

conditions by incorporating real- time vehicular traffic information, and (2) route stability

through road-based routes and geographical forwarding.

RBVT paths can be created on-demand or proactively. Two RBVT protocols were

designed and implemented, each illustrating a method of path creation: a reactive protocol,

RBVT-R, and a proactive protocol RBVT-P. RBVT-R discovers routes on-demand and

includes them in the packets headers (i.e., source routing). RBVT-P on the other hand

periodically generates connectivity packets that visit all the connected road segments and

stores the graph of the real-time vehicular traffic.

RBVT protocols assume that each vehicle is equipped with a GPS receiver, digital

maps (e.g., Tiger Line database [66]), and a navigation system that maps GPS positions

on roads. Vehicles exchange packets using short-range wireless interfaces such as IEEE

802.11 [67] and DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication)[8].
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3.2.1 RBVT-R: Reactive Routing Protocol

RBVT-R is a reactive source routing protocol for VANETs that creates road-based paths

(or routes) on-demand, using "connected" road segments. A connected road segment is a

segment between two adjacent intersections with enough vehicular traffic to ensure network

connectivity. These routes, represented as sequences of intersections, are stored in the data

packet headers and used by intermediate nodes to geographically forward packets between

intersections.

Route Discovery When a source node needs to send information to a destination node,

RBVT-R initiates a route discovery process, as illustrated in Figure 3.3(a). The source

creates a route discovery (RD) packet, whose header includes the address and location of

the source, the address of the destination, and a sequence number. It is assumed that nodes

have unique IP addresses. RD is flooded in the region around the source to discover a

route toward the destination. The flooding is necessary because RBVT-R does not assume a

location service that can be queried to find out the location of the destination. For scalability

reasons, the flooding region is limited by a TTL value set in the header.

To reduce the effects of the broadcast storm problem [68], RBVT-R uses an improved

flooding mechanism [69]. If a node receives an RD packet with the same source address and

sequence number with a previously received packet, it discards it. When a node receives a

new RD, it does not directly rebroadcast this packet; the node holds the packet for a period

of time inversely proportional to the distance between itself and the sending node. Once

the waiting period is over, a node re-broadcasts the RD packet only if it did not notice that

this packet was re-broadcast by farther-away nodes located on the same road segment. In
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this way, farther-away nodes can rebroadcast the request first, thus ensuring faster progress

and less traffic in the network.

In RBVT-R, the route is built gradually. Initially, the route structure is an empty list.

When a vehicle node receives the RD packet for the first time, it checks if it is located

on a different road segment from the transmitter of the packet. If so, the receiving node

appends to the route list the road intersections that were "traversed" by the RD packet from

the transmitter position.

The route creation process is illustrated on Figure 3.3(a). The source vehicle S creates

a RD packet to discover a route to destination D. S adds its own position in the packet and

broadcasts it. Both nodes A and B receive the packet on segment Il — 16, but only node

B will re-broadcast it in the improved flooding mechanism. Before this re-broadcast, node

B appends intersection 1 -1 to the route in header of the packet. However, node C will not

update the route because it is located on the same road segment with B. A new route update

is done when RD is received at node E (intersection /6 is added to the route). This process

continues until the packet reaches the destination or the TTL expires.

The RD packet may sometimes be received by nodes on parallel streets. In this

case, the RD packet is updated only if the sequence of junctions implicitly traversed can

be determined. If this is not possible, the current implementation prevents those vehicles

nodes from updating the RD packets. Since the route structure is stored in the header of

the RD packet, the number of intersections which can be appended to a route is limited by

the size of the IP packet header options and the number of bytes used to identify each road

intersection. Techniques such as hierarchical naming of intersections (identifying city, then

intersection within city) can increase the maximum number of intersections stored in RD.
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(a) A source node uses the improved flooding
mechanism to send a route discovery packet
in the network to find the destination. The
route discovery packet is broadcast along the
roads and stores the traversed intersections in
its header.
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(b) The destination unicasts a route reply packet
back to the source. The reply follows the
route stored in the route discovery packet,
and geographical forwarding is used between
intersections.

Figure 3.3 Route establishment in RBVT-R

Route Reply Upon receiving the RD packet, the destination node creates a route reply

(RR) packet for the source. The route recorded in the RD header is copied in RR header. As

shown in Fig. 3.3(b), this route defines a connected path, composed of road intersections,

from source to destination. The destination also adds its current position in the RR header.

The RR packet is forwarded along the road segments defined by the intersections stored

in its header. Geographical forwarding is used between intersections to take advantage

of every available node on the path. The destination may receive duplicates of an RD

packet. A new reply is generated only if the newly received packet contains a better quality

route. The quality of a route can be expressed using a combination of metrics such as

node density on the road segments, the number of lanes, the traffic flow rates, etc. In the

current implementation, routes with smaller number of intersections are privileged. Upon

receiving the RR packet, the source starts sending data. Each data packet stores the route
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in its header and it is geographically forwarded along this route. Protocol 1 presents the

pseudo-code for the route discovery and route reply phases.

Protocol 1 Route Discovery and Route Reply in RBVT-R at node n i

Notation:
ns, nD: ID of the source and destination
Path,TempPath: The best and temporary paths from ns to nD
'Path': Path length
RS (n2): Road segment where node ni is located
a: Waiting time parameter
RD: Route discovery packet
RR: Route reply packet

Upon receiving RD (ns , n D,T empPath) from n3 :
1: if (ni == nD)&TempPathl < 'Path') then
2: Path = TempPath
3: Send RR(nD,ns, Path)
4: Return
5: end if
6: if RD not seen before then
7: if RS (n2) RS (n3 ) then
8: Add RS (ni) to TempPath
9: end if

10: Set timer = a * distance(ni ,
11: else
12: if RS (ni) == RS (n3 ) then
13: Cancel timer /* n3 is a better broadcast node*/
14: end if
15: end if

Upon timeout
16: Broadcast RD (ns, ns, T empP ath)

Upon receiving RR(nD,ns, Path) from n3 :
17: if ni == ns then
18: Store Path
19: Forward Data(Path)
20: else
21: Forward RR(nD, ns, Path)
22: end if

Route Maintenance Existing routes are updated to adapt to the movements of the source

and destination over time as well as to repair broken paths. Since sources and destinations
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are moving vehicles, the route created during the route discovery phase is not expected

to remain constant. A dynamic route updating technique (at the source) keeps the route

consistent with the current road segment positions of the source and destination nodes. For

example, if node S in Fig. 3.3(b) moves to segment 1 1 -16 ,11 is no longer a valid intersection

along the route and should be removed. This change takes place at the source, which also

informs the destination of the new path using route update control packets. Similarly, node

D may move to the road segment 15 -18 . When this happens, 18 should be removed from the

list of intersections in the route. Consequently, the destination sends a route update packet

to the source. If this update is received at the source, it means the route is valid and it can

therefore be used for future data transmissions.

In some situations, the vehicle node may transmit the route update packet before

changing road segment. For example, if a vehicle node is about to make a turn which

will result in the addition of an intersection to the path, the presence of obstacles may

temporarily cause a loss in connectivity [20], which may prevent the successful transmission

of the update packet. To avert this problem, vehicle nodes with RBVT-R can transmit the

route update packet before the turn to the new segment is complete.

3.2.2 RBVT-P: Proactive Road-Based Routing

For a complete description of RBVT protocols, a brief overview of RBVT-P, a proactive

routing protocol, is presented. RBVT-P was co-designed and implemented by Neeraj

Rajgure; more details can be found in [1, 70]. This chapter will present simulation results

for both RBVT-P and RBVT-R.

RBVT-P periodically discovers and disseminates the road-based network topology

in order to maintain a relatively consistent view of the network connectivity at each node.
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The road-based network topology is constructed using connectivity packets (CPs). CPs are

unicast in the network. As they traverse road segments, CPs store their end points (i.e.,

intersections) in the packet. This traversal method allows CPs to limit most of the overhead

associated with common MANET proactive protocols.

Once the network traversal is complete, the topology information in the CP is extracted

and stored in a route update (RU) packet that is disseminated to all the nodes in the network

(i.e., in the region covered by the CP). The dissemination is made using a controlled

flooding process which reduces redundant broadcasts from close nodes. Upon receiving

the RU packet, each node locally updates the shortest paths to other road segments in

the connected graph. A source node computes the shortest path to the destination using

only those road segments that are marked as reachable in its routing table. The sequence

of intersections denoting the path is added to the header of each data packet, which is

then forwarded geographically along the defined path. Additionally, the header includes

the timestamp associated with the route to allow for loose source routing. In case of route

break, the intermediate node continues with geographical forwarding until it reaches a node

that has fresher information, in which case a new route is stored in the packet header.

3.3 Performance Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of the RBVT protocols using the Network Simulator

NS-2.30 [71]. A scenario with obstacles, to model buildings, is used to evaluate the

performance. Geographical forwarding is enabled by periodic "hello" messages broadcast

by each node to advertise its position. RBVT-R and RBVT-P are compared against four

existing VANET/MANET routing protocols. The following presents the evaluation methodology,

the metrics used to compare the protocols, and the analysis of the simulation results.
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3.3.1 Evaluation Methodology

The performance of RBVT protocols is compared against representatives from the main

classes of routing protocols: AODV [24], a MANET reactive, distance-vector routing

protocol, OLSR [72], a MANET proactive, link-state routing protocol, GPSR [26], a MANET

position based routing protocol and GSR [22], a VANET position based routing protocol

which takes into account the road layouts in the forwarding decisions. A brief review of

how each of these protocols operate follows.

In AODV, a route is created on-demand, when a source vehicle node wants to communicate

with a destination node. The route creation involves flooding a route request message

and establishing, at each hop, a backward pointer (last transmitter of the request) to the

source. A reply is unicasted along this path, using the backward pointers while establishing

forward pointers to the destination. In OLSR, each node maintains sets of 1-hop and 2-hops

neighbors and selects some neighbors as multipoint relays. OLSR proactively discovers

and disseminates link state information over the multipoint relays backbone. Using this

topology information, each node computes the next hop to every other node in the network

using shortest path hop count forwarding. GPSR is a position based routing protocol

which forwards data packets using greedy geographical forwarding from the source node

to the destination node. When a node cannot find a neighbor node closer to the destination

position than itself, a recovery strategy based on planar graph traversal is applied. In GSR,

every vehicle node is equipped with a GPS receiver and holds a digital map of the region.

A source vehicle that wishes to communicate with a destination vehicle creates the shortest

path based on the roads layout from its position to the destination position. This route

is made of a sequence of road intersections. Data packets are forwarded using greedy

geographical forwarding along this path. No consideration is given to the vehicular traffic.
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3.3.2 Metrics

The performance of the routing protocols was evaluated by varying CBR (Constant Bit

Rate) data rates, network densities, and numbers of concurrent flows. The metrics used to

assess the performance are the following:

• Average delivery ratio. This metric is defined as the number of data packets successfully
delivered at destinations per number of data packets sent by sources (duplicate packets
generated by loss of acknowledgments at the MAC layer are excluded). The average
delivery ratio shows the ability of the routing protocol to transfer data successfully
end-to-end.

• Average delay. This metric is defined as the average delay incurred in the transmission
of all data packets delivered successfully. The average delay characterizes the latency
generated by the routing approach.

• Average path length. This metric is defined as the average number of nodes which
participated in the successful forwarding of packets from source to destination. Historically,
the average path length was a measure of path quality. This metric to verify if there
is a correlation between the path length and average delivery ratio and average delay,
respectively.

• Overhead. This metric is defined as the number of extra routing packets per number
of unique data packets received at destinations. The overhead measures the additional
traffic generated by the routing protocol for packets successfully delivered.

3.3.3 Simulation Setup

The simulation scenario is a 1500m x 1500m area extracted from the TIGER/Line database

of the US Census Bureau [66]. Figure 3.4 shows the map used, which is an area of

Los Angeles, California. SUMO, an open-source microscopic, space-continuous and time

discrete vehicular traffic generator package [73] is used to generate the movements of the

vehicle nodes. SUMO uses a collision-free car-following model [74] to determine the

speeds and positions of the vehicles. The map extracted from the Tiger/Line database

is input to SUMO along with specifications about the speeds limits and number of lanes
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Figure 3.4 City map used in the first simulation scenario

of each road segment on the map. Traffic lights operated junctions as well as priority

junctions are also specified. Less that one-fifth of the junctions are regulated using traffic

lights. The first 2000 seconds of SUMO output are discarded to obtain more accurate node

movements. This configuration is used with different number of vehicle nodes and the

output from SUMO is converted into input files for the movement of nodes in the NS-2

simulator.

For the wireless configuration, the IEEE 802.11 with Distributed Coordination Function

(DCF) standard [67] is used at the MAC layer. At the physical layer, the Shadowing

propagation model characterizes physical propagation. The communication range is set at

400m with 80% probability of success for transmissions. Some studies [75] have reported

real-life measurements between moving vehicles in the range of 450m and 550m. Additionally,

while the DSRC standard specifies a range up to 1000m for safety applications, many

non-safety applications are expected to reach 400m [8]. The values of path loss exponent

= 3.25 and deviation u = 4.0 are used for the Shadowing propagation [76].

Simulation of buildings in a city environment is done using the following obstacle

model. The contour of each street can either be a building wall (of various material) or
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Parameter Value

Simulation area 1500m x 1500m

Number of vehicles 150-250-350

Number of CBR sources 1-20

Transmission range 400m

Simulation time 300s

Vehicle velocity 25 - 55 miles per hour

CBR rate 0.5 - 5 packet per second

MAC protocol IEEE 802.11 DCF

Data packet size 512 bytes

Table 3.1 Simulation Setup

an empty area. Thus for each street border, a random signal attenuation value is selected

between 0dB and 16dB. For a given pair of transmitter-receiver nodes, the attenuation of

the signal at the receiver is computed as follows: first the attenuation from each wall in

the direct line of sight between the nodes are summed; then the sum value is added to the

attenuation determined through the shadowing propagation model. The signal attenuation

values obtained were comparable to values reported from field experiments at 5.3GHz [21].

The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.

The experiments were conducted in networks of different node densities: 350 nodes

scenario is used as a representative of relatively dense networks, 250 nodes scenario for

medium density networks and 150 nodes for sparse networks. The implementation of

AODV is the one provided by NS-2.30 (with link layer feedback enabled), while the

implementation of GSR is based on [22]. GPSR implementation code is taken from [77]
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and OLSR implementation code is taken from [78]. To allow the vehicle nodes to have

more accurate neighbor information, the hello interval is 0.8 seconds and neighbors are

purged from the cache after 1.6 seconds of inactivity. The topology control interval in

OLSR was set to 2 sec.

3.3.4 Simulation Results

Average delivery ratio: Figure 3.5 shows that RBVT-R outperforms the other protocols,

with as much as 40% increase compared to AODV and as much as 30% increase compared

to GSR. For most cases, a decrease in the average delivery ratio is observed as the data

traffic rate increases, for all the protocols. The descending slope is not acute, which means

that the protocols are able to contain the increase in number of packets in the network. This

behavior can be attributed, in part, to the presence of obstacles on the map area, which

limit the level of contention in the wireless network. RBVT-P performs better in medium

and dense networks than in sparse networks. The reason is that when the density is small

(Figure 3.5(a)), network partitions prevent the CPs from covering large sections of the map,

thus limiting the information gathered by the CPs.

Across network densities, the delivery ratio of protocols which integrate road layouts

(RBVT protocols and GSR) increases as the network becomes denser. Both RBVT protocols

perform better than GSR for all the densities because they integrate real-time knowledge

of the vehicular traffic on the roads. When the network is sparse, GSR does not perform as

well as some node-centric protocols (Fig. 3.5(a)). However, as the node density increases,

the shortest path along the roads map becomes more likely to have enough nodes, thus the

increase in average delivery ratio.
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Higher node density does not necessarily mean improved performances for protocols

which do not consider the road layouts. For example, in OLSR, the increase in the number

of nodes translates into an increase of the link state updates. Two observations can be

made on GPSR. First, given that city roads include irregularities such as dead-end streets,

following the shortest euclidean distance is not always equivalent to following the shortest

path through the roads. Second, the GPSR protocol is stateless and this generally provides

many advantages for routing of data packets. However, if a local maxima forms in the

network, the stateless nature of the protocol means that packets after packets will follow

the same path to the position of the local maxima, and once there, the forwarding mode of

each packet will be set to perimeter forwarding. This is unlike protocols that implement

feedback mechanisms, such as AODV, which are able to perform a local repair or send a

route error notification to the data source node.

Average delay: Figure 3.6 shows that RBVT-P has the smallest average delay among

the protocols studied. RBVT-P performs better than RBVT-R due to the proactive versus

reactive nature of the two protocols. In RBVT-P, the routes already exist at the time of data

transmission, while in RBVT-R, route discovery processes are started. Furthermore, the

cost of gathering and disseminating routes in RBVT-P is shared among all the data flows,

whereas in RBVT-R, each new flow adds its own routing cost. Thus, unlike in MANETs,

proactive road-based protocols with real-time traffic awareness can be a viable approach in

vehicular networks, especially for delay sensitive applications, such as video streaming.

Observe through the graphs of delay that the average delay for RBVT-P consistently

remains less than 1 sec, from 150 nodes to 350 nodes, while the average delay of RBVT-R

decreases consistently with the increase in density. The reason is that RBVT-R routes

remain active for longer periods of time (as the number of nodes increases). Thus, less
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Figure 3.5 Average Delivery Ratio for RBVT-R, RBVT-P, AODV, OLSR, GPSR and GSR
in Networks with Different Node Densities
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packets need to be buffered because the source is repairing the route. The average delay

of GSR on the other hand continually increases. This is because GSR forwards data on

road segments selected solely based on the positions of the communication endpoints. A

side effect is that some road segments may become congested, but because there is no

communication quality feedback sent back to the source vehicle, the overall communication

performance suffers. This suggests that altering the paths used in GSR, using feedback

from the network, may improve the protocol performances.

Average path length: Figure 3.7(a) plots the average path length of packets received

at destination for the protocols. This plot is similar for the different network densities

and only results with 250 nodes are shown. In general, RBVT-R protocol has longer

average paths than the other protocols. There are two reasons for this result: (1) RBVT-R

protocol gives preference to link quality over forward progress when selecting the next

neighbor node and (2) unlike RBVT-P which consistently select the shortest connected

path, a route established with RBVT-R is used until the source considers it broken, even

if shorter routes form at a later time. This suggests that RBVT-R could benefit from a

method of assessing the quality of the routes used for communications, even when they

are not broken. Additionally, note that longer path lengths do not necessarily translate, as

expected, into worse performance. On the contrary, selecting better forwarding nodes leads

to better performance (RBVT-R has the highest delivery ratio despite having longer paths).

Impact of number of flows: The impact of the number of concurrent flows on the

protocols performance is shown in Figure 3.7(b). The packet sending rate is 4 packets/second.

RBVT protocols perform best in terms of delivery ratio. It is observed that all the protocols

scale well to the increase in the number of CBR flows, in this scenario. The drop in

performance is small from 1 to 20 CBR pairs. All protocols considered are able to sustain
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well multiple concurrent flows. Additional experiments compared running M flows with

data rate N packet/sec versus running N flows with data rate M packet/sec. The results

showed that the performance is slightly better when there are more flows (and lower data

rates per flow) as the traffic is distributed more evenly across the network.

3.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented RBVT, a class of VANET routing protocols for city-based environments

that take advantage of the roads topologies to improve the performance of routing in

VANETs. RBVT protocols use real-time vehicular traffic information to create road-based

paths between end-points. Geographical forwarding is used to find forwarding nodes along

the road segments that form these paths. Simulation results showed that the two RBVT

protocols, RBVT-R and RBVT-P, outperform existing approaches in terms of average delivery

ratio and average delay. Because the RBVT protocols forward data along the streets, not

across the streets, and take into account the real traffic on the roads, they perform well
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in realistic vehicular environments in which buildings and other road characteristics such

as dead end streets are present. These results demonstrate that distributed applications

that generate a moderate amount of traffic can be successfully implemented in VANETs.

Furthermore, these applications should use RBVT-R when throughput is their main requirement

and RBVT-P if they are delay sensitive.



CHAPTER 4

VANET FORWARDING USING DISTRIBUTED NEXT-HOP SELF-ELECTION

Initial evaluation of RBVT with an IEEE 802.11 VANET showed that when the wireless

medium became congested, the overhead introduced by the periodic "hello" packets used to

maintain the list of neighbors severely degraded the end-to-end data transfer performance.

To eliminate this overhead, a beaconless, distributed self-election method based on a light

modification of the RTS/CTS mechanism in IEEE 802.11 standard is introduced. The

three criteria-based technique accounts for non-uniform radio propagations. The next

hop election process piggybacks its data on the IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS frames [67], thus

introducing no overhead.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 motivates the study.

A review of the IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS exchange sequence is presented in Section 4.2.

Section 4.3 presents the distributed self-election mechanism and Section 4.4 describes the

prioritization function used to self-elect the best next hop. Evaluation results are shown in

Section 4.5 and the chapter concludes in Section 4.6.

4.1 Motivation

Initial simulations results with RBVT protocols showed that as the network became congested,

the overhead traffic from periodic hello messages negatively impacted the end-to-end data

transfers. In this Section a solution is proposed to this problem: a distributed next hop

election method, which increases significantly the average data delivery ratio by reducing

the overhead associated with the selection of the next hop node in congested networks.

39
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In RBVT, geographical forwarding is used to transfer data packets between intersections.

In previous works on geographical or position-based forwarding [26, 33, 34], each forwarding

node picks the next hop using its list of neighbors and their geographical positions. The next

hop is chosen in such a way as to maximize the forwarding progress (e.g., typically, this is

the neighbor closest to the destination). This process continues until the packet reaches the

destination. Therefore, to successfully choose next hops, it is vital for each en-route node to

keep a precise neighbor list. If the lists are not accurate, the best next hop could be missed,

or even worse, a node which is already out of the transmission range could be chosen.

Maintaining up-to-date lists requires frequent "hello" packet broadcasting. However, this

broadcasting results in a large communication overhead.

The solution proposed, to eliminate "hello" packets, is inspired by the receiver-side

relay election approaches (e.g., [43, 46, 48]) in ad hoc and sensor networks. In the receiver-

based relay selection approaches, the sender broadcasts a control packet informing its

neighbors about a pending data packet transmission. Each receiver uses certain criteria

to determine if it should elect itself as a next hop candidate, and if so, it computes a waiting

time. This waiting time is used to allow better receivers to answer first. If a receiver does

not overhear a better candidate before its waiting time expires, it informs the sender that it

is the best next hop.

The current implementations of these approaches use one criterion to compute the

waiting time, namely the distance between potential next hops and the destination. This

method works well under the unit disk assumption [79] (i.e., the transmission range is

a circle of a fixed radius). However, previous studies (e.g., [80, 81]) have shown that

real wireless radios do not follow the unit disk assumption. This is especially true in

vehicular networks where buildings and other obstacles impact radio propagation through
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signal fluctuations and fading. In this context, selecting the neighbor that optimizes the

forward progress alone does not guarantee an optimal selection of the next hop [47].

The method proposed here accounts for non-uniform radio propagation using two

additional criteria, optimal transmission area and received power. Furthermore, the next

hop election protocol piggybacks its data on the IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS frames [67], thus

introducing no overhead. To help with the understanding of this protocol, a brief overview

of the IEEE RTS/CTS mechanism is presented.

4.2 802.11 RTS/CTS Background

In IEEE 802.11 with Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) standard, the RTS (Request-

To-Send) and CTS (Clear-to-Send) frames are used to address the hidden terminal problem [82]

inherent to wireless communications. This problem and the functionality of RTS/CTS

frames are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. In this example, both node S and node C are node B's

neighbors. When S is sending a frame to B, C should not send any frame to B; otherwise,

there would be a collision at B. However, node C is out of the communication range of

node S, and it does not detect a busy channel while S is transmitting. Once node C starts

its transmission, a collision happens at B, which cannot be detected by S until after it times

out without receiving an acknowledgment from B.

IEEE 802.11 with DCF addresses the hidden terminal problem by deploying the

RTS/CTS exchange. Before a node transmits a frame, it sends a very short RTS frame to the

intended receiver, including the transmission time of the follow-up data and acknowledgment

frames. The receiver broadcasts a CTS message, received by all its neighbors, once it

receives the RTS with the needed channel clear time. The neighbors will consequently

defer their transmissions until this transmission is completed. In the example, node C will
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Figure 4.1 Example of RTS/CTS exchange in IEEE 802.11

never send to node B while node S is sending to node B since node C has heard the CTS

from node B. Node C will wait for the time specified in the CTS to guarantee that the

transmission from S to B is successful.

4.3 Election using RTS/CTS

Protocol 2 Self-Election Algorithm at Node ni
Notation:

t D AT A, tCTS, tRTS, tACK:  time to transmit the data frame, the CTS, the RTS, and the ACK
ti: waiting time of node
loci : location of node ni
loch: location of the destination
ns: ID of the sender looking for the next hop

Upon receiving RTS(/ocs , locD, tDATA) from node n 3 :
I : Call waiting function and calculate ti
2: Set timer to ti
3: Defer transmissions, if any, to node n s for tDATA tRTS

Upon receiving an CTS(nj,n,,tDATA) from ni before the timeout
4: Cancel the timer /* ni is the best next hop candidate */
5: Defer transmissions, if any, to nj for tDATA

Upon overhearing DATA from node ns
6: Defer transmissions, if any, to 7/, for tACK

Upon timeout:
7: Broadcast CTS(ni,ns,tDATA) /* ni is the best candidate */

RBVT leverages the RTS/CTS exchange to replace the sender selection of the next

hop with a receiver self-election, and implicitly eliminates the overhead associated with
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frequent "hello" messages in geographical forwarding in congested networks. Essentially,

broadcast of RTS frames become requests for next hop self-election. RTS frames are

modified to carry the position of the sender and the position of the target destination, which

are used during the self-election. RTS frames also carry a flag to indicate to all receiving

nodes that they should process and possibly answer the frame (in the original mechanism,

only the intended receiver processes and answers an RTS frame).

Specifically, each node which receives the modified RTS frame calculates a waiting

time, after which it will send a CTS frame back to the sender. The waiting time is an

indicator of how good a forwarding candidate the node is: the shorter the waiting time,

the better candidate a node is. Section 4.4 explains how this waiting time is calculated. A

CTS from one of the receivers tells that a better candidate exists and no candidate receivers

that overhears it will reply. The sender receives the CTS from the best next hop candidate

and forwards the data frame to this node, which then acknowledges the data frame. The

detailed protocol is presented in Protocol 2.

Fig. 4.2 shows an example that illustrates this protocol. Sender n s needs to forward

a data frame to the best next hop en-route to the destination D. It broadcasts an RTS frame

specifying its own location, the location of the destination D, and the transmission time of

the data frame. Nodes n 1 , n2, and n 3 hear the RTS, calculate their waiting time and set their

timers waiting to reply to ns with CTS. Note that n4 does not perform the computation as

it is farther from the destination than the sender. Node n 2 has the shortest waiting time and

replies with the CTS first. Once n 1 and n 3 overhear the CTS from n2, they will cancel their

timers. In addition, all the neighbors of n 2 , including n5 , n6 , n1 and n3 , will know that they

should not send any frame to n 2 until it completes the transmission. Once ns receives the

CTS from n2 , it will send the data frame to n 2 . At the same time, all of ns's neighbors
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Figure 4.2 Next Hop Self-Election Example

overhearing the data frame learn that they should not send any frame to ns until n2 finishes

sending the acknowledgment to ns . This example shows how this forwarding method can

effectively choose the next hop without "hello" messages overhead.

4.4 Waiting Function

Determining the best next hop depends on the waiting time. An effective calculation of

this waiting time should meet three objectives: (1) the waiting time of the best next hop

candidate is the shortest such that this node replies first, (2) the waiting time difference
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between the best next hop candidate and the second best candidate is large enough such

that collisions are minimized between nearby nodes, and (3) the waiting time is as short as

possible to avoid unnecessary delays. To achieve these goals, first, three key parameters

are identified, forward progress, optimal transmission area, and received power, which

characterize the best next hop node. Next, the parameters are incorporated with different

weights, into a low-complexity function that computes the waiting time.

Function Parameters Forward progress d i of a node Ni from a sender S is defined as

di = dsD where dsD is the distance between the sender S and the destination D, and

divD is the distance between Ni and D. This parameter is commonly used in geographical

forwarding of single criterion receiver-oriented schemes [45, 43, 46]. It denotes the actual

progression made by the packet toward the destination if Ni would be the next hop. A node

with d, closest to dsD is the node closest to the destination.

Optimal Transmission Area f, of a node Ni describes the probability that the node

can receive the sender's data packet successfully. Since wireless channels are error-prone,

a node located much farther than the nominal transmission range may not be able to

receive long data frames successfully even though it can receive short RTS frames without

errors. This situation could happen because real wireless radios do not follow the unit disk

assumption [80].

A translation function is deployed to express the optimal transmission area. The

function takes the distance to the sender as input and outputs the distance to the optimal

transmission area. A sample translation function is shown below and sample graphs for

two translation functions are depicted in Fig. 4.3.
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{X + dtrans if x < dopt

if x > dopt

ftrans(X)

-X + dtrans

where dog represents the optimal transmission range, dmax represents the estimated maximum

transmission range for acceptable error rate, and dtrans represents the translation distance

(dtrans	 150m for ftra„, in Fig. 4.3). These parameters may be adjusted based on the

network conditions in the area.

Received Power p, of a node Ni is the received power level of the RTS frame. Priority

is given to nodes with stronger p i . This parameter indicates the true channel quality from

a sender to a receiver. Empirical studies and theoretic analysis can provide an optimal

transmission area, but in reality, there might be obstacles or noise around nodes. The

received power can also help differentiate nodes at comparable distances. The fact that the

reporting of the received signal power is made while the vehicles are moving does not affect

the quality of the reported data because the distance traveled by a vehicle while receiving

an RTS is negligible.
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Function Definition The multi-variable function proposed in [47] is adapted to a three-

variable polynomial of the selected parameters. The waiting time, t i , returned by this

function is in the interval [0, Tmax], where Tmax is the maximum waiting time.

f (d , dSN,,Pz) Adia i fia2p,'3 Tmax

where A = ,
i 

xT, and az @ = 1, 2, 3) is the weight of each parameter.
umcta J mcurPma.r

The greater the weight value, the more impact the parameter has in the election

process. All next hop candidates use the same values of factors oe,,. Currently, static values

are used for these factors, but they could be determined and adjusted dynamically based on

the network and traffic conditions in the area.

Function Evaluation Figure 4.4 shows a comparison between the next hop selection

using the proposed function and the selection using only forward progress. The transmitter

is at location (0,0) and a destination at location (800,200). The figures show the waiting

time for nodes located at various locations around the transmitter after they receive an

RTS frame. In this comparison, the function coefficients used are: a l = 0.2, a2 = 1.2

and a3 = 0.03. The optimal wireless transmission range is set to be 250 meters, and the

translation function ,trans shown in Figure 4.3 is deployed. Note that perfect reception

within a specific range around the transmitter is not assumed. Rather, the received power

is calculated using the Shadowing propagation model [76]. In this model, the power level

at a receiving node is not solely a function of the distance to the transmitting node, but

randomness is added to account for fluctuations in signal propagation. The formula used to

compute the received power is
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Packet Loss Rate Frames per Received Packet

Forward progress only 37.54% 36.50

Multi-criteria function 7.52% 2.62

Table 4.1 Using the multi-criteria function to select next hops leads to significantly lower
packet loss and overhead compared to using forward progress only.

where XdB is a normal random variable with mean zero and standard deviation adB. dc1B

is the shadowing deviation and 0 represents the path loss exponent.

The comparison in Fig. 4.4 shows that the proposed scheme favors nodes around

the optimal transmission range and assigns shorter waiting times for the nodes within this

range. The forward progress only approach favors nodes beyond the optimal transmission

range (in case they receive the RTS), which could lead to many data packet losses. Table 4.1

validates this observation, as it presents a comparison between the two methods in terms

of packet loss and the number of MAC layer frames transmitted in the network per data

packet received successfully at destinations (which is a measure of traffic overhead). These

simulation results were obtained using RBVT-R in a network with 250 nodes. 15 source-

destination pairs exchanged 10000 packets at the rate of 2 packets/second. Using the multi-

criteria function leads to a packet loss 5 times lower than using forward progress only. Also,

the traffic overhead is more than one order of magnitude lower when using the proposed

scheme. This result is due, in part, to the high number of re-transmissions experienced by

nodes located farther from the optimal transmission range.
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4.5 Performance Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of the distributed self-election mechanism on RBVT

performance using the Network Simulator NS-2.30 [71]. To evaluate the performance,

two urban scenarios are considered: (1) a scenario with obstacles, to model buildings, in

which periodic "hello" messages and the IEEE 802.11 MAC standard are used, and (2) a

scenario without obstacles to simulate high contention networks. The metrics as well as

the settings of the scenario with obstacles are the same as in Section 3.3. In the following,

the scenario without obstacles is described and the simulation results showing the impact

of the forwarding optimizations on RBVT performance are presented.

4.5.1 Simulation Setup for Scenario Without Obstacles

The simulation scenario without obstacles uses a 1500m x 1500m area extracted from the

TIGER/Line database of the US Census Bureau [66], which forms a grid layout with a

total of 22 road segments. It is an area of Fellsmere, FL with center point coordinates

latitude 27.784728° North and longitude -80.604385° West. Each road has bi-directional

traffic with two lanes in each direction. In order to evaluate the protocols under increased

network congestion, obstacles are not added to this scenario. This way, a small increase

in data sending rate will provide a noticeable increase in the level of contention in the

network.

The microscopic mobility generator employed is one developed during this dissertation

work, and based on the car-following and lane-changing models proposed by Gipps [83,

84]. The Gipps model belongs to the class of collision avoidance vehicular mobility

models. The main goal of these models is to enable a vehicle to move at the maximum

safest speed that avoids collision with the preceding vehicle. The traffic generator supports
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traffic lights at road intersections as well as bidirectional and multi-lane traffic. The input to

the generator is a map of the roads with specifications of the average speed and the average

traffic flow on each road. When a vehicle enters a road segment, its action at the end of the

segment (i.e., left turn, right turn, u-turn, or straight ahead) is based on the average traffic

flows of the roads crossing the end intersection. The first 2000 sec of output are discarded

to obtain more accurate movements of nodes.

The IEEE 802.11 with DCF standard is used for AODV, OLSR, GPSR and GSR, and

the forwarding optimizations for the RBVT protocols. The "hello" interval is set to 2 sec

because it provided better results in this scenario. At the physical layer, the Shadowing

propagation model characterizes physical propagation. For these simulations, the wireless

range is set to 250 meters, to prevent communication between vehicles on parallel streets

(minimum distance between streets is 400m). The values of exponents of the waiting

function (in the next hop self-election mechanism) are ctr l = 0.07, cx2 = 0.5 and oe3 = 0.03.

LIFO was used instead of FIFO as the queuing discipline for RBVT in this scenario because

it provided better latency when experiencing high contention [29].

4.5.2 Simulation Results

Forwarding Optimization: Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 assess the impact on performance

of the proposed geographical forwarding mechanism, which takes advantage of the 802.11

RTS/CTS to choose the next hop using receiver self-election, compared with a traditional

approach using "hello" packets to create the list of neighbors at nodes. Both scenarios with

and without obstacles are considered.

In the scenario without obstacles, the "hello" packets were generated every 2 seconds

(which produces the best results for this approach). Figure 4.5(a) shows that the forwarding
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optimizations lead to a delivery ratio as much as 3 times higher in congested environments.

Similarly, Figure 4.5(b) shows that the delay is three times lower on average with the

improvements. There are two reasons for these high improvements. First, the absence

of periodic hello messages means less overhead in the network. This overhead reduction

leads to much higher link utilization for data transfers. It also leads to improved delays as

fewer re-transmissions and exponential backoffs are necessary. Second, the multi-criteria

waiting function used in the election of the next hop favors link quality over greediness as

explained in Section 4.4.

In the scenario with obstacles (Figure 4.6(a)), the forwarding optimizations lead to

an increase in the packet delivery ratio of up 14%. The difference between the self-election

and the source selection results in this scenario is smaller, when compared to the scenario

without obstacles (Figure 4.5(a)). This is due to the reduced level on contention because of

the obstacles. The average delay is reduced as well.

Using the scenario without obstacles, RBVT-R and RBVT-P are compared against

the four existing VANET/MANET routing protocols listed in Section 3.3.
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Average delivery ratio: Figure 4.7 shows that in this scenario, the RBVT protocols

outperforms the other protocols in terms of successful data delivery ratio. Note that all the

protocols are more sensible to the increase in the data packets sending rate than previously

(Figure 3.5). Both RBVT protocols perform better under added congestion because of the

forwarding optimization. At 3 packet/second for e.g., only RBVT-R and RBVT-P have a

data delivery ratio above 50%. Comparing RBVT-P with OLSR, one observes that OLSR

performance is more affected by contentions in the network. RBVT-P maintains only the

overall connectivity between the road intersections in the network, while OLSR proactively

maintains the link state between the multipoint relays.

Average delay: Figure 4.7(b) shows that for most packet rates, RBVT-P has the

best performance in terms of delay. The contention on the wireless channel can be clearly

observed here, with the values of the average delay for GPSR and GSR increasing well

above 5 seconds.

Impact of number of flows: The impact of the number of concurrent flows on the

protocol performances in this scenario is shown in Figure 4.8. Generally, the fewer the

number of flows, the better the protocol performance in terms of delivery ratio. Among the

protocols, the RBVT protocols scale better than the other protocols. AODV shows the most

accentuated drop in delivery ratio, with a 50% decrease from the 1 flow simulation to the 20

flows simulation. The AODV protocol is able to keep the average delay of the transmitted

data in check by dropping packets for which it does not have a route. GSR does not scale

very well with the variation in the number of flows either, especially for the delay that

practically doubles for 20 flows compared to 1 flow. RBVT-R has the minimum decrease

in delivery ratio among the simulated protocols (Figure 4.8(a). However, RBVT-R average
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delay is more sensitive to the added flows than RBVT-P which consistently maintains a

small average delay.

Overhead: As expected based on the results of Table 4.1, the next hop self-election

mostly eliminates the overhead of the RBVT protocols when compared to other protocols

such as AODV and GSR. Although RBVT-R floods route discovery requests and RBVT-

P floods the routing update packets, these overheads are very small compared with the

overhead introduced by frequent route errors in AODV and the "hello" packets overhead

in GSR. Using the roads layout and the real-time vehicular traffic information lead to more

stable paths, and hence lower overhead for RBVT protocols.

4.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter described a beaconless, distributed self-election mechanism for vehicular

ad hoc networks based on a slight modification of the RTS/CTS mechanism. The three

criteria prioritization function, used in the self-election, takes into account realistic channel

propagation and does not introduce additional overhead. Simulation results showed that the
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forwarding optimizations lead to a delivery ratio as much as 3 times higher in congested

environments.



CHAPTER 5

EFFECT OF QUEUING DISCIPLINES ON FORWARDING PERFORMANCE

This chapter analyzes the relative performance of FIFO versus LIFO and of Taildrop (TD)

versus Frontdrop (FD) in all four possible combinations, namely FIFO-TD, FIFO-FD,

LIFO-TD and LIFO-FD. Analytical results at a single node queue show that FIFO disciplines

perform better in terms of expected waiting time and variance of the expected waiting time

for non-congested situations (i.e., packet arrival rate is less than packet service rate), while

LIFO-FD performs better for congested situations (i.e., packet arrival rate is greater than

packet service rate). Simulations in larger scale ad hoc networks show that LIFO-FD leads

to less than half the UDP delay of FIFO-TD under high data traffic load, while maintaining

similar jitter. When the traffic load is low, the four disciplines present comparable end-

to-end delays, but LIFO shows greater jitter than the other disciplines (FIFO-FD has the

lowest jitter).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 motivates this study. A

brief overview of the service disciplines and drop policies studied is presented in Section 5.2.

Section 5.3 contains the theoretical analysis and results for single node queuing. The

simulation results are presented in Section 5.4. The chapter concludes in Section 5.5.

5.1 Motivation

Many VANET applications are delay sensitive, but loss tolerant. For example such applications

can send video stream from the proximity of an accident or monitor traffic conditions. In the

more general case of MANET, multimedia streaming can be used for video surveillance,
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Figure 5.1 The shared nature of a wireless network creates contention and leads to
congestion faster than wired networks. Hosts (S1, S2, S3, S4) transmit UDP traffic at
rate of 20 packet/sec to sink. Duration 1 00sec. Average end-to-end delays greater than
2sec in the wireless network while the wired network has average delay of 87ms.

entity tracking, or search and rescue missions. Unfortunately, the performance of these

applications (i.e., delay and jitter) degrades quickly in ad hoc networks, even for moderate

traffic. For many reasons, including varying connectivity and interference between links, ad

hoc networks experience problematic effects of congestion, such as high end-to-end delay

and jitter, faster than well-designed wired networks. Figure 5.1 illustrates this problem with

two networks, one wired and one wireless (IEEE 802.11), having the same topologies and

queuing discipline (FIFO with Taildrop). Under identical traffic load, the wired network

results in an average end-to-end delay of 87ms while the wireless network experiences

more than 2sec average delay. The difference between these results can be partly explained

by the contention algorithm used in the wireless network, which prevents any two nodes

from the set (S1,S2, S3, S4, nl, n2) from transmitting data simultaneously. Consequently,

packets spend longer time in transit.
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Figure 5.2 Average end-to-end delay as function of percentages of frames experiencing
transmission delays greater than 2 seconds. The results were obtained using RBVT-R
routing [1] and 15 source-destination pairs exchanging packets at rates varying from 0.2
to 5 packets/sec.

To better understand the combined effect of contention and queuing discipline on

end-to-end delay, simulations are conducted in a vehicular ad hoc network with 250 wireless

vehicles moving at normal speeds on city roads. The simulations showed that during high

contention periods the IEEE 802.11 exponential back-off mechanism can make a frame,

ready to be transmitted, wait more than 2 seconds at a node queue before completing

the transmission. Although the number of frames that experience these unusually high

transmission delays is relatively low, their effect propagates to all the frames in the node

queue. Figure 5.2 shows that a very low percentage of "problem" frames could lead to more

than one order of magnitude increase in the average end-to-end delay. This observation

follows from the characteristics of the FIFO Taildrop queuing discipline. When the queue

becomes full, newly arrived packets are dropped. On the other hand, the old packets that

experienced long queuing delays are delivered, contributing to the substantial increase in

the end-to-end delay.
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The main questions drawn from these preliminary experiments are: Can ad hoc

networks in general, and VANETs in particular, achieve better delay and jitter with a

different queuing discipline? Is there a queuing discipline that performs better in all cases

or different disciplines work better for different network conditions? To answer these

questions, this chapter analyzes the relative performance of FIFO versus LIFO and of

Taildrop (TD) versus Frontdrop (FD) in all four possible combinations, namely FIFO-TD,

FIFO-FD, LIFO-TD and LIFO-FD. Note that the choice of queuing discipline has been

already shown to impact the performance of data transfers in wired IP networks [27], where

TCP was proved to perform better under congestion when routers use FIFO with Frontdrop

instead of FIFO with Taildrop or RED [28].

5.2 Background

In the following, the perceived advantages and disadvantages of the queuing disciplines

considered in this chapter, specifically the service disciplines and the drop disciplines, are

discussed as they pertain to TCP and UDP traffic. This preliminary discussion will help

with the understanding of the experiments, results, and conclusions. Figure 5.3 illustrates

how each discipline works.

5.2.1 Service Disciplines

The FIFO service discipline selects the packet at the head of the queue as the next packet

to service. FIFO allows packets forwarded along the same path to be delivered at the

destination in the same order as they were produced at the source. Protocols, such as TCP,

benefit from the in-order delivery of packets because the destination can remove data from
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Figure 5.3 FIFO and LIFO with Taildrop and Frontdrop in all four possible combinations.

buffers as soon as in-order data is received. FIFO also provides a sense of fairness because

the packet which is serviced is the one which has been waiting the longer.

However, FIFO leads to long waiting times under congestion. Each newly received

packet is inserted at the end of queue and will be serviced after all the packets already

waiting in the queue at its arrival. When this happens over multiple queues and the wait

time in a specific queue is not negligible, the total time spent by a packet in transit may

increase considerably. In applications such as live streaming, this may result in packets

arriving too late to be played, thus unnecessarily using network resources.

The LIFO service discipline, on the other hand, selects the packet at the tail of the

buffer as the next packet to service. The advantage is that the newest packets will be served

first. UDP performance for live streaming could be improved if the packets that stayed for

too long in the queues, which will probably be dropped at destination anyway, do not affect

the delivery of newer packets. More details about this idea will be presented in Section 5.4.

A number of issues might arise with LIFO. First, LIFO provides a sense of unfairness

because newer packets are prioritized over packets which have been waiting longer. Additionally,
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while packet-switched networks do not expect in-order delivery of packets, it is expected

that LIFO will result in more out-of-order packets than FIFO.

5.2.2 Drop Disciplines

When the queues become full, the node/router applies the drop discipline (Taildrop or

Frontdrop) to each newly received packet. Taildrop drops the newly received packet. The

advantage is not only that the waiting time to drop a packet is null, but also this policy

provides a sense of fairness by keeping the packets already admitted in the system. On

the other hand, one might argue that dropping newly received packets, as Taildrop does,

is a disadvantage because some packets may never get a chance to enter the queue and be

serviced.

With Frontdrop, the oldest packet in the queue (the one at the head) is dropped, and

the newly received packet is added to the tail of the queue. The advantage of this policy is

that aged packets are dropped. However, it provides a sense of unfairness because packets

which are close to being serviced are dropped from the queue.

5.3 Analytical Analysis

In this section, the analytical expressions for the expected waiting time and the variance of

waiting time for packets in a single queue are derived under FIFO-TD, FIFO-FD, LIFO-TD,

and LIFO-FD. The goal of this analysis is to provide insights into the differences between

these queuing disciplines to understand which ones are the most promising and under what

conditions.
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5.3.1 System Model

The model used is an exponential queue . If there is space for N waiting packets in the

queue, the system has the states {-1, 0, • • • , N, N+1}. In state (-1), the system is empty:

no packet waiting or being served. In state (0), there is one packet being served and there

are no waiting packets. In state (k) with 1 < k < N, there is one packet being served and

there are k waiting packets. State (N + 1) is not a real state but is used to facilitate the

description: when a packet arrival occurs while the system is in state (N), the system first

goes to the hypothetical state (N + 1) and then instantaneously drops a packet and goes

back to state (N).

This model leads to a Markov Chain X (t) on the state space { —1, 0, • • • , N}, where

X (t) is the state at time t. The stationary distribution of this Markov chain does not depend

on FIFO—LIFO or Taildrop—Frontdrop. The traffic intensity is defined as p = 1̀ , where

is the arrival rate and p. is the service rate. For all queuing disciplines, the stationary

probabilities Irk = P{X (t) = k} are: 7rN+1 0 and

	 for — 1 < k < N.Irk = p 	 irk = p • 1 pN+2

It must be noted that it is not required that p < 1. The finite state space makes the

process ergodic anyhow, and in fact, the problem is of most interest when p is close to 1 or

even larger. If p 1, then according to (5.1): Irk = N1±2 for —1 < k < N. In addition to

(5.1), a fraction 1 — 7rN of all arriving packets will eventually be served and a fraction lrN

will not be served (i.e., they will be dropped). For all disciplines considered, if a packet

arrives in state (k), k < N, then the state changes to (k + 1): all packets already in the

k+1	 k+1 1 - p (5.1)

1 A discussion of the question of whether this model is appropriate for packet queues is presented in
the next sub-section.
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system keep their position, and the new packet goes into position k + 1. If there is a service

completion in state (k) (this implies k > 0), then the state changes to (k — 1). Under FIFO,

the packet in position j (0 < j < k) moves to position j — 1. Under LIFO, the packet in

position k moves to position 0, and all the other packets stay in the position they were in.

If a packet arrives while the system is in state (N), the system remains in this state;

as explained, the system moves to state (N + 1) for an infinitely small amount of time,

then moves back to state (N). Under Taildrop, the arriving packet is dropped and all the

other packets remain in their old positions. Under Frontdrop, the packet in position 1 is

dropped, all the other packets already in the system move up one position (j j — 1), and

the arriving packet goes to position N.

Let T denote the elapsed time from arrival of a packet to either being dropped or

serviced. Define "eventually being dropped" as "failure" and "eventually being served" as

"success". The probabilities of success and failure are defined as follows:

	n s (s) = E[e - sTx(Success)], 77F(s) = E[CsT x(Failure)], 	 (5.2)

where x(.) is the indicator function.

The probabilities of success and failure given that the packet arrives when the system

is in state k are as follows:

?Po (8) = E[e- sTx(Success)Ipacket arrives while system in state (k)],

	

nk,F(s) = E[CsT x(Failure) 'packet arrives while system in state 	 (k)], 	 (5.3)

such that

nS(S) = 1.2 ok,s(s), 77F(6) = E 7rok,F(s),	 (5.4)
k=-1	 k=-1
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where for all disciplines considered

77-f,s(s) •••• 1 , 77-1,F(s) O. (5.5)

Section 5.3.3 shows how the expressions for 77k,s0 and 7pc,F(.) are derived for all the

four disciplines. While standing for the same concepts, the expressions are different for the

four disciplines considered.

5.3.2 On the Exponential Model Used

An important question is whether the exponential model is appropriate for packet queues.

Before discussing this question further, note that the modeling stage does not lead to a

choice of parameters for the actual queuing disciplines to be used, but to broad categories

of queuing disciplines that are the most promising. These broad categories will be further

investigated through simulations.

A model better than the M/M/1/K (exponential arrival rate and exponential service

rate), which is employed here, might be M/D/1/K (exponential arrival rate and deterministic

service rate). This model is attractive when most packets are of almost the same size

such as the MSS (maximum segment size) in TCP. However, this is certainly not the case:

with TCP, at least one third of the packets are acknowledgments, SYNs, and FINs. A

counterargument, in favor of using M/D/1/K, is that the fraction of MSS-sized packets may

temporarily be very high in one direction. Thus, it is hard to find a model that is clearly

better than the M/M/1/K model.

Intuitively, it seems likely that this model captures the interleaving of arrivals and

departures reasonably well. Therefore, it should do a good job in predicting the probability

of being served ("Success") and being dropped ("Failure") given the number of prior
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packets found upon arrival. Additionally, it should also do a good job in predicting average

or expected waiting times until such events.

The model quite likely does not capture very well the variability of waiting times.

For example, in M/M/1/K with FIFO-TD, if a packet has exactly k packets in front of it

(waiting or being served), the expected residual waiting time is exactly and the variance

of the residual waiting time is exactly . In the M/D/1/K model, the expected residual

waiting time is very close to 1  for large k, but the variance of the residual waiting time is

actually 0(1) for k co.

Therefore, estimates of variances of waiting times based on the M/M/1/K model are

probably not of exact accuracy, and in particular, are likely to be too high. Assuming that

the model does a good job in predicting numbers of service completions of other packets

between the arrival of a packet and its departure from the queue (i.e., serviced or dropped),

it is possible to derive reasonable correction on the estimated variances.

5.3.3 Analytical Results

FIFO with Taildrop In the stationary situation, an arriving packet finds, with probability

Irk as in (5.1), that the system is in state (k). If k = —1 the arriving packet does not need

to wait: waiting time is zero. Under FIFO with Taildrop, if the arriving packet finds the

system in state (N), the arriving packet is dropped (and encounters no waiting). If the

arriving packet finds the system in state (k), with 0 < k < N — 1, the wait is the sum of

(k + 1) independent random variables, each exponentially with parameter Lt. Therefore

N-1	 ( ict 	k+1

E 	 •
± s

(5.6)77S( S) =
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77F(s) = (5.7)

FIFO with Frontdrop Consider pairs (k, L) with 0 < k < L < N, where (L) = X (0+)

is the state of the system (number of waiting packets) and k is the location of a "marked"

packet, both at time 0. "Success" means that the marked packet is eventually served, and

"Failure" means that the marked packet is eventually dropped. Dropped means the packet

makes it to location 1 and then (so close to success) is dropped. Let Tk , ,r, be the time until

the marked packet either starts being serviced or is dropped. Define

(k,L,s(s) E[e—sTkLx(Success)], ck,L,F(s) = E[csTk ,Lx(Failure)]. (5.8)

Thus, Ck,L,s(0) is the probability the marked packet (eventually) gets served, and

Oz,L,F (0) is the probability that the marked packet eventually gets dropped. Also, for 0 <

k < N — 1

nk,s(s) = (k+i,k+i,s(s), nk,F(s) — (k+i,k+1,F(s), (5.9)

and

17-1,5(s) = 1, 77-1,F(5) = °7 71N,S V,N,S(S), 7IN,F = (N,N,F(S). (5.10)

The expression of Ck , k , s (s) is computed in Appendix B.

LIFO with TailDrop As before, if the arriving packet finds the system in state (-1), the

packet is served and there is no waiting. If the packet finds the system in state (N), the

packet is dropped and there is no waiting.

If the arriving packet finds the system in state (k), with 0 < k < N — 1, the packet

takes position k + 1 and will certainly be served; in fact, it will be served before all already
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waiting packets. Therefore, it is as a system with a buffer for N —k waiting packets, the just

arriving packet has position 1 in that new system which starts in state (1), and the waiting

time of that packet is the first passage time to state (0) in that new system.

Therefore

N-1
\ 	 N-k(S)O-N-k,N-k(S) 

1S(S) = 	 Irk gi,N—k(
— ON—k,N—k(s) )k=0

(5.11)

As always with Taildrop:

77F(s) = 7IN• 	 (5.12)

The entities o-k,N(•), Cbk,N(•), uk,N = ak,N(0), cbk,N = Ok,N(0) are derived in

Appendix A.

LIFO with Frontdrop This case is somewhat similar to the previous case. The difference

is that every time a drop occurs, the packet in location 1 is dropped and all the other packets

go to one lower location. Also, while a packet which arrives in state (k), with 0 < k <

N — 1, goes into location k+ 1, a packet which arrives while the system is in state (N) goes

into position N. A packet in position k +1, while the state is (k+ 1), either is served before

the next drop or moves to position k, state N, at the next drop. Hence, for 0 < k < N:

(k 

Tik,S(S) = 0-1,N-k( 8) 01,N-k(S) 	 H ON-k±v,N-k-Fv(S) 0-N-k+3,N-k+3(S)

3=1 v=1

(5.13)

And

71N,s(s) = 77N-1,s(s)• 	 (5.14)
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Figure 5.4 Expected waiting times and variance of waiting times for packets eventually
served with a traffic intensity p = 0.75

In (5.13), the sum is for j from 1 to k, because the (k + 1) -th packet to drop before

the packet starting in position k + 1 is served would be that packet itself.

5.3.4 Numerical Results

Using the expressions derived in Section 5.3.3, the expected waiting time as well as the

variance of waiting times of packets eventually served are assessed for different traffic

intensities using all four queuing disciplines. The results are presented in Figures 5.4 to

5.6.

Queue with low traffic: p < 1 Two useful observations can be drawn from Figure 5.4.

First, the values of the expected waiting time and variance of waiting times stabilize to

constant values as the queue size increases, independently of the discipline. Because the

service rate is greater than the arrival rate, there is (practically) no drop of packets, thus no

difference between Taildrop and Frontdrop performance.

Second, the variance of waiting times of packets eventually served are higher under

LIFO than FIFO. With LIFO, certain packets will stay longer in the queue because of new

0
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Figure 5.5 Expected waiting times and variance of waiting times for packets eventually
served with a traffic intensity p = 1.0

packet arrivals, yet they are eventually served because the traffic intensity makes it unlikely

that the queue becomes full (p < 1).

Queue with even traffic: p = 1 Figure 5.5 shows that when p = 1, unlike the case of

p < 1, the expected waiting time of successful packets increase linearly with the buffer

size for all four disciplines, albeit with different slopes. In the context of FIFO, the linear

increase results from packets gradually moving to the head of the queue to be serviced: the

longer the queue, the longer the time needed to reach the head position.

Another observation in the case of Taildrop, the average waiting time does not depend

on FIFO—LIFO. To understand why, let's consider W as the average waiting time of all

packets, and W8 , Wd as the average waiting time until service and drop, respectively. Then,

regardless of the discipline, W = (1 — 7N )W, + 7TN Wd . In case of Taildrop, packets are

dropped upon arrival and encounter no waiting at all. Thus Wd = 0 and W, = ,	—7rN

regardless of whether it is FIFO or LIFO and independently of the traffic intensity.

The issue is different for the variances, with LIFO leading to very high variances of

waiting times compared to FIFO (Figure 5.5(b)). This high variance can be explained by the
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Figure 5.6 Expected waiting times and variance of waiting times for packets eventually
served with a traffic intensity p = 1.5

fact that LIFO has a higher probability of almost no waiting, but also a higher probability

of a long wait. Because the packets arrival at the queue equals the rate of departure from

the queue, little difference is observed between FIFO-TD and FIFO-FD. The asymptotes

of the variance with FIFO are similar for both Taildrop and Frontdrop.

Queue with high traffic: p > 1 Figure 5.6 shows the differences in performance of the

four disciplines when p > 1. The expected waiting time of packets eventually served is

proportional to the size of the queue under FIFO-TD, FIFO-FD, and LIFO-TD. Figure 5.6(a)

confirms the previous analysis showing identical expected waiting times results for FIFO-

TD and LIFO-TD. Comparatively, FIFO-FD has lower values of expected waiting times

than FIFO-TD. More specifically, for p > 1 and large buffer sizes, the expected waiting

time with FIFO-TD is roughly p times the expected waiting time of FIFO-FD. Indeed, with

p > 1 and a buffer size N, the waiting time under FIFO-TD is about lip time units, while

the waiting time under FIFO-FD is about -1\-T. time units. In both cases this is the waiting

time from entering into a full system until reaching the head of the queue.
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In contrast to the other disciplines, under LIFO-FD, the expected waiting time values

stabilize as the queue size increases. Because the arrival rate in the queue is greater than the

departure rate, packets served are more likely not to have reached the front of the queue.

Figure 5.6(b) shows the variances of waiting times, focusing on FIFO and LIFO-FD.

The variance of expected waiting times have linearly increasing asymptotes under FIFO-FD

and FIFO-TD while the asymptote is constant for LIFO-FD. With Frontdrop and p > 1 and

a large buffer, a packet will be discarded without being served with probability  . The

discarded packets are also the oldest in the queue, which explains the smaller increase of

variance of waiting times for FIFO-FD and LIFO-FD.

Summary of Results These results suggest that the Frontdrop policy enables FIFO and

LIFO to have smaller expected waiting times as well as smaller variance of waiting times

under congestion when compared to Taildrop. In particular, the ability of LIFO-FD to

stabilize both the expected waiting times and the variance of waiting times of packets served

indicates that it may be a suitable queuing discipline under congestion.

The results also suggest that FIFO requires the buffer size to be carefully chosen to

make it work under light load (p < 1) as well as heavy load (p > 1). The buffer size

should not be too small (to prevent loss in light traffic) or too large (to prevent huge delays

in heavy traffic). LIFO is much less sensitive. In particular, LIFO-FD works as long as the

buffer is large enough.

LIFO-TD would need a separate mechanism to discard old packets (packets no longer

of interest to anybody) to still work when p > 1 even with large buffers. LIFO-FD has this

mechanism built-in implicitly.
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5.4 Network Simulations

This section presents the evaluation through simulations of data transfers in ad hoc networks

under the four queuing disciplines. The goals of these simulations are to (1) validate

the results for single queue obtained in the previous section, (2) understand whether the

theoretical conclusions for single queue (i.e., LIFO-FD works best for high traffic situations,

and FIFO works best for low traffic situations) can extend to multi-hop static ad hoc

networks, (3) quantify the benefits of different queuing disciplines in terms of end-to-end

UDP delay and jitter (and implicitly quantify the benefits for multimedia streaming in

ad hoc networks), (4) identify any potential negative effects of queuing disciplines on

fairness and/or TCP, and (5) understand the impact of node mobility on the end-to-end

performances (i.e. whether the benefits observed in static ad hoc networks apply to mobile

ad hoc networks as well).

The simulations are conducted using the Network Simulator NS-2.30 [71]. Table 5.1

summarizes the simulations settings. Simulations are conducted for both UDP and TCP.

In the UDP simulations, the data sources inject UDP traffic at a Constant Bit Rate (CBR)

with variable sending rates. In the TCP simulations, the sources use FTP and TCP-Reno to

transfer files of 2MB-5MB size.

5.4.1 Metrics

The network performance under all four queuing disciplines is evaluated by varying the

queue size, the CBR data rates, and the numbers of concurrent flows. The metrics used to

assess the performance are the following:

• Average end-to-end delay. This metric is defined as the average delay incurred in
the transmission of all data packets delivered successfully. This does not include
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Parameter Value

Simulation area 1200m x 600m

Number of nodes 16, 250

Number of TCP/UDP sources 1-10

Transmission range 250m

Simulation time 100s-1000s

CBR rate 1 - 20 packet per second

MAC protocol IEEE 802.11 DCF

Data packet size 1000 bytes

Table 5.1 Simulation Setup

the delay due to re-sequencing at the destination (i.e. waiting for packet with lower
sequence number or lower timestamp). The average end-to-end delay is directly
influenced by the queuing approach.

• End-to-end jitter. This metric is defined as the variation in the end-to-end delay
values of successive data packets successfully received at destination. Lost packets
are ignored in this evaluation. The lower the jitter, the better the performance of
multimedia streaming applications. The jitter also quantifies the effect of the out-
of-order delivery of LIFO discipline compared to FIFO to answer questions such as:
will LIFO impact negatively the TCP performance?

• Throughput. In this chapter, this metric is defined as the number of data packets
successfully delivered at destinations per time unit. The throughput shows the effect
of the queuing discipline on the useful data transferred end-to-end.

5.4.2 Static Network Simulations

Topology The static ad hoc network topology is shown in Figure 5.7. The topology

contains 16 wireless nodes and data is transferred between pairs of nodes (si ,ri). This

topology was selected to ensure, in a simple and controlled way, that the set of nodes ni
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Figure 5.7 Topology used in the static ad hoc network simulation study

become a bottleneck during the transmissions due to both shared medium contention and

congestion. Besides increasing the data sending rates, the addition of transmitting pairs

(s„r.,) increases the data traffic forwarded through nodes n„ making them bottlenecks. The

distance between the n, ensures that each packet forwarded from source to destination will

hop through all four n, nodes (i.e., the order n 1 , n2 , n 3 and n 4 , or vice-versa, is always

maintained). This topology allows us to examine the queues of nodes n, to understand

single queue behavior, while the end-to-end measurements will give the performance of

the network.

In all the simulations, the value of the queue (buffer) size is set to the same value for

all nodes. At the network level, greedy geographical routing is used to transfer data between

communicating pairs. Each node periodically broadcasts "hello" packets to maintain the

neighborhood tables required by geographical routing.

Single buffer First, one would like to confirm the results of the analytical model described

in Section 5.3. For this purpose, one considers the individual n, queues and observe the

time spent by packets at each queue. As expected, the nodes n 1 and n4 contribute for most

to the end-to-end delay. This is because the source flows use these nodes as the entry points

toward the destination nodes, leading to high traffic contention around n 1 and n4 .
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(a) UDP CBR sending rate = 5pkt/s
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Figure 5.8 Average buffer waiting time vs. buffer size at node n 1 , UDP CBR data traffic
with different sending rates
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Figure 5.8 presents the average buffer waiting times at host n i for the four disciplines,

under different traffic intensities. The data sending rate is used as an indicator of the traffic

intensity, with 5pkt/s corresponding to light traffic (i.e. p < 1) and 20pkt/s corresponding

to heavy traffic (i.e. p > 1). Identifying a data rate corresponding to p =1 is less trivial

in wireless network and the data sending rate of 1 Opkt/s is used as a middle traffic load

between light and heavy traffic.

For light data traffic (figure 5.8(a)), the performance of the four disciplines are comparable.

Under heavy load (figure 5.8(c)), however, LIFO-TD performs best as it enables packets

to spend less than 300ms waiting time at the queue, independent of the queue size. These

results are comparable to those of the analytical model (Figure 5.6), and the explanation

presented in Section 5.3 remains the same.

End-to-end delay Figure 5.9 presents the measured average end-to-end delay, obtained

with 6 simultaneous UDP CBR flows, as function of the queue (buffer) size. Observe that

the drop policy impacts the end-to-end delay sooner than the service discipline. For queue

sizes of 20 or less, the end-to-end delay values are about identical for LIFO and FIFO.

The reason is that the time required by a packet to reach the head of the queue is low for

relatively small size queues. Thus, the impact of servicing the next packet from the head or

the tail of the queue is reduced in small size queues.

Figure 5.9 also shows that the end-to-end delay values are comparable under light

data traffic (5pkt/s). Under high data traffic (20pkt/s), LIFO-FD provides the lowest measured

delays. This result confirms that the measured end-to-end performance results match with

the results of a single queue.
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Figure 5.10 Average end-to-end delay vs. UDP CBR sending rate, buffer size = 50 slots

Next, the impact of UDP CBR sending rate on a single queue size is evaluated

(figure 5.10). Before analyzing this figure, it is important to address the selection of

the queue size (50 slots) used for this set of simulations. From the analytical results

(Section 5.3.3), it is known that the FIFO disciplines are particularly impacted by the size

of the queue. How to determine the correct queue size is a current research topic [85, 86]

both for simulation and industrial purposes. The number of slots was set to 50 slots because

it is the most common configuration in simulations (default value in NS2 [71]) and it is the

value recommended for routers used in some real-life networks [87].

Figure 5.10 shows that the Frontdrop policy leads to shorter average end-to-end delay

for both FIFO and LIFO. For small values of the sending rates (up to 6pkt/s for this

topology), all the queuing disciplines have similar results. However, for rates of 7pkt/s

and up, the queues become full and the results differ considerably. LIFO-FD has the

shortest average end-to-end delay followed by the FIFO-FD. These results are similar to

Figure 5.4(a) (for up to 6pkt/s) and Figure 5.6(a) for 7pkt/s and up. The reasons explained

for those figures apply here as well.
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End-to-end jitter So far, the results showed that LIFO-FD performs best in terms of end-

to-end delay under high traffic load, while the four disciplines showed comparable results

under light traffic load. Now one examines the end-to-end jitter for the same transmissions.

Considering that LIFO is expected to have more out-of-order packets at destinations, the

question is whether or not its end-to-end jitter has acceptable values that do not counter-

balance the gains in terms of end-to-end average delay.

To answer this question, one measures the end-to-end jitter between successive data

packets at the destination nodes. In the event of a missing packet (e.g., dropped), that

packets is ignores and the next successive packets to reach the destination are considered.

The end-to-end jitter of packet i + 1 is obtained as jitter (i + 1) = l(recv(i + 1) — send(i +

1)) — (recv(i) — send(i)) I , where send(i) is the time packet i is sent at the source of the

flow and r ecv (i) is the time packet i is received at its intended destination.

Figure 5.11 shows that FIFO-FD performs best in terms of end-to-end jitter, across

all the CBR traffic rates. FIFO-FD takes advantage of the Frontdrop policy and additionally

serves the packets in order, causing fewer end-to-end out of order deliveries. LIFO-FD and

FIFO-TD present similar average end-to-end jitter for higher data traffic rates. This result

in conjunction with the one that showed significantly lower end-to-end delay for LIFO-FD

demonstrate that LIFO-FD should be the selected discipline when networks experience

high traffic periods.

UDP throughput The preceding experiments showed that LIFO-FD provided the smallest

end-to-end delay and similar jitter compared to FIFO-TD. These improvements do not

adversely affect UDP data throughput as shown in Figure 5.12. The amounts of data

transferred are similar when using FIFO-FD or LIFO-FD. This is expected because in both
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Figure 5.13 Total instantaneous TCP throughput, Buffer size = 50 slots

disciplines a direct consequence of a host overload is the continuous presence of a packet

to serve at that queue. Consequently, while LIFO-FD does provide significant reduction in

the end-to-end delay, it does not adversely affect the amount of transferred data with UDP.

TCP throughput and fairness While LIFO-FD proved to work best for UDP transfers

overall, the following experiments will compare the TCP throughput under LIFO-TD and

FIFO-TD (i.e., the commonly used queuing discipline). Specifically, one would like to see

if LIFO-FD leads to too many duplicate acknowledgments and consequently to window
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Figure 5.14 TCP fairness: per flow cumulative received data, FIFO-TD, Buffer size = 50
slots

collapse due to out-of-order deliveries. The maximum TCP window size in NS2 corresponds

to 20000 bytes in these simulations, and the buffer size at a host is set to 50 slots.

Figure 5.13 shows how the total instantaneous TCP throughput (over all flows) varies

over time for the two queuing disciplines. The instantaneous throughput is the measured

throughput for every 2 seconds interval. Although the instantaneous throughput differs

between the two disciplines on specific intervals, the results show that the transfers complete

almost at the same time. Obviously, these results show that the potential problem of TCP

window collapse does not happen in the simulations of LIFO-FD performed. In none of

the experiments did network congestion happen (i.e., dropped packets due to full queues)

because the TCP congestion control algorithm kicked in earlier due to long delays caused

by contention or lost packets caused by channel errors. This also explains the relatively

low throughput of about 220Kbps for both disciplines. Such throughput results are not

surprising in multi-hop ad hoc networks, as documented in [88].

The question addressed next is whether or not LIFO-FD provides the same level of

fairness for TCP flows as FIFO-TD. The level of fairness is quantified by checking if some
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Figure 5.15 TCP fairness: per flow cumulative received data, LIFO-FD, Buffer size = 50
slots

flows are starved during transmissions. The literature [89] has proposed ways to improve

the fairness of 802.11 DCF networks, mainly assuming the FIFO-TD policy. The goal here

is not to propose ways to improve the fairness of 802.11 ad hoc networks, but to assess

whether under similar circumstances, a queuing discipline results in flow starvation.

Figure 5.15 shows that no particular flow is starved under LIFO-FD, and the completion

times are similar to those of FIFO-TD (figure 5.14) when multiple flows are transferred

(figure 5.15(b) and figure 5.14(b)). Thus, LIFO-FD does not disproportionally alter how

TCP flows are transmitted, when compared to FIFO-TD.

5.4.3 VANET Simulations using RBVT-R

Simulation Setup Since the expected live streaming applications may often run over

mobile ad hoc networks with a larger number of nodes than in the previous experiments,

the second simulation scenario uses a 250-node vehicular ad hoc network on a 1500m

x 1500m area extracted from the TIGER/Line database of the US Census Bureau [66].

The region simulated is an area of Fellsmere, FL with center point coordinates latitude
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Figure 5.16 Topology used in the mobile ad hoc network simulation study

27.784728° North and longitude 80.604385° West. The roads form a grid layout as shown

in Figure 5.16 with bi-directional traffic and two lanes in each direction.

The vehicles movements are generated using a microscopic mobility generator based

on the car-following and lane-changing models proposed by Gipps [83, 84]. When a

vehicle enters a road segment, its action at the end of the segment (i.e., left turn, right

turn, u-turn, or straight ahead) is based on the average traffic flows of the roads crossing

the end intersection. The first 2000 seconds of output are discarded to obtain more accurate

movements of nodes. The simulations run for 400 sec.

The routing protocol used is RBVT-R [1]. RBVT-R is a reactive source routing

protocol which creates stable paths consisting of road segments that have enough vehicles

on them to avoid broken routes when geographical forwarding is employed.

Simulation Results Figure 5.17 demonstrates not only that LIFO-FD results in lower

delay (as much as 45%) than FIFO-TD but also that it does not adversely affect the delivery

ratio in mobile ad hoc networks. When one compares the static network results, Section 5.4.2,

to those obtained in the mobile network, one sees that the static network provides slightly

better results than the mobile network. The reasons for this can be attributed, in part,

to the average number of hops which was higher in the mobile network simulations, 7
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Figure 5.17 Average end-to-end delay and average throughput comparison: 802.11 LIFO-
FD queuing vs. 802.11 FIFO-TD queuing. The routing protocol is RBVT-R, and the
network size is 250 nodes. 30 nodes exchange UDP CBR data traffic.

hops compared to 5 hops used for the static network. Additionally, the node movements

sometimes lead to periods of broken connectivity between certain source and destination

pairs. In those instances, the routing algorithm must repair or recreate a new communication

path, which increases the overall end-to-end transmission delay.

5.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter studied the relative performance of four simple queuing disciplines, FIFO-

TD, FIFO-FD, LIFO-TD, and LIFO-FD, to understand if another discipline can perform

better than the commonly-used FIFO-TD in vehicular ad hoc networks. The focus was on

improving the performance of real-time multimedia applications, which are already used in

real-life scenarios and have the potential to become the main driving force behind vehicular

ad hoc networks. More exactly, the goal was to find which queuing discipline works best

for UDP traffic in terms of latency and jitter, without compromising other parameters such

as throughput, or protocols such as TCP or RBVT.
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The main conclusion of this chapter is that LIFO-FD performs best for high traffic

periods, and FIFO-TD performs best for low traffic periods. While LIFO is generally

perceived as unfair, the theoretical analysis and simulation results demonstrated that this

unfairness is tied only to LIFO-TD. LIFO-FD achieves similar TCP fairness and throughput

with FIFO-TD.



CHAPTER 6

VANET FORWARDING USING ESTIMATED PATH DURATION

The expected lifetime of a communication route can be incorporated in the forwarding

process to improve the performance of data transfers. In node-centric routing, this expected

lifetime depends on the mobility of the intermediate nodes belonging to that route. In

RBVT, on the other hand, it does not depend on intermediate nodes (i.e., geographical

forwarding); it depends only on the existence of network connectivity between the endpoints.

Therefore, estimating the expected lifetime of an RBVT route can be determined by estimating

the expected connectivity duration between the intersections defining that route.

This chapter presents two discrete-time and discrete-space Markov chain (DTMC)

models for estimating the expected lifetime of RBVT routes. The first model is DTMC-CA,

an analytical model based on the Cellular Automaton (CA) freeway traffic model [90].

DTMC-CA computes the expected duration of connectivity and disconnectivity between

2 nodes. DTMC-CA can also be used to determine MANET-type average path durations.

Evaluation results show the validity of the proposed model. Second, a generalization of

the DTMC-CA model called Connectivity Window (CW) is presented. CW can be used

in conjunction with any vehicular traffic generator because it abstracts the microscopic

information of traffic. Unlike analytical models for MANETs, the proposed models do not

assume independence between successive links on the path. This, however, comes at the

cost of a potentially large state space. Two methods are proposed to decrease the state space

by more than 90% without any loss of information for the measures of interest.

89
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 motivates the

study. The cellular automaton traffic model used in the analysis is described in Section 6.2

while Section 6.3 describes the DTMC-CA model along with the concept of lumpability of

Markov chains. Section 6.4 presents numerical results of the evaluation of the DTMC-CA

model. An approximation method for longer paths is described in Section 6.5. Section 6.6

describes the Connectivity Window model, while several ways of incorporating path estimates

in RBVT protocols are presented in Section 6.7 The chapter concludes in Section 6.8.

6.1 Motivation

Although it provides better performance than other VANET routing protocols, RBVT still

suffers from relatively frequent broken routes. When a disconnection occurs, the sender can

either (1) simply drop the packets and create a new route to the destination, or (2) decide

to use greedy geographical routing to route data, or (3) wait for a while and re-attempt

to transmit on the same route. Dropping packets is avoided whenever possible and using

greedy geographical routing has some drawbacks in VANET, which have been discussed

in previous chapters. Some protocols, such as RBVT-R, select to wait for a while and

re-attempt to use the same route. However, the lack of knowledge of the proper amount

of time the node should wait reduces the effectiveness of this approach. Note that if the

vehicle knows the expected duration of an RBVT path, it could, alternatively, decide to

create (or select from a cache) a new RBVT path before the current one breaks.

The expected duration of connectivity between two communicating endpoints is

defined as the average time a multihop path will exist between the endpoints, over all

potential paths (Figure 6.1). RBVT and other VANET protocols performance could be
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Figure 6.1 The models presented in this chapter deal with the expected duration of
connectivity between a source S and a destination D, (case c), as opposed to the expected
duration of a topological path (case b). The topological (or node-centric) path breaks
because the distance between S and Nl exceeds the transmission range at time t + 6t.
However, the connectivity is maintained because S can still communicate with D through
N2.

improved if provided with the ability to determine, dynamically, the duration of continued

multihop connectivity. Such knowledge can be used to answer questions such as:

• How long can one expect the currently employed route to last?

• Can a 100Mb file be successfully transferred on the current route?

• Is it possible to estimate, efficiently, the duration of a path disconnection?

Existing approaches for estimating the duration of connectivity in multihop VANET

are based on simulations [63]. Using a validated vehicular traffic mobility model [90],

the authors collected data by running simulations on an input map. This method provides

valuable insight into the connectivity patterns of the study map. However, new simulations

will likely be needed for other areas of interest. Analytical approaches, on the contrary,
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allow for estimations based on the characteristics of the network and they can easily be

applied to new regions. To the best of our knowledge, no analytical model has been

proposed to estimate the duration of connectivity in multihop VANET, although a number

of models have been proposed to estimate path durations in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [58,

59, 91, 92, 93]. One may argue that MANET models can be applied to VANETs by

constraining the movements of the nodes to road structures and increasing the available

node speeds. Such approach would create two issues. First, the MANET models consider

a path as a succession of predefined links between the endpoints. In general, the duration of

the connectivity will be higher than the duration of a given path. As shown on Figure 6.1,

when one path breaks, other paths might be available to maintain connectivity. Second, the

mobility models used in the MANET approaches do not accurately approximate VANET

mobility. Random Way-point [25] is the most common model in MANETs. However, it

does not account for vehicular traffic interactions such as acceleration and slow down due

to the presence of other vehicles.

6.2 Background

This section briefly describes the microscopic one-lane freeway cellular automaton (CA)

traffic model [90] used in the analysis. It is a discrete-time and discrete-space stochastic

traffic model which was selected because of its computational simplicity. The CA traffic

model divides a road in cells of fixed length Le (Figure 6.2). At any point in time, a

cell is either empty or occupied by at most one vehicle. Each vehicle has a speed v e

{0, 1, ... vmax } where the speed represents the number of cells advanced by a vehicle in

one step (one step corresponds to one unit of time). The state of the system is updated at
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Figure 6.2 A single step parallel update using the Cellular Automaton freeway traffic
model.

discrete time steps by applying, in parallel, the four rules listed below to all vehicles. The

space interval between vehicle i and its preceding vehicle is gap,. Then,

1. Rule 1: Acceleration; If v i < vrn„,, v, = v, + 1.

2. Rule 2: Slow down due to other cars; If v, > gapi , then v, = gapi .

3. Rule 3: Stochastic behavior; If v, > 0, then v, = v, — 1 with probability p.

4. Rule 4: Move vehicle; x, = x, + v,.

Figure 6.2 illustrates a step of parallel update of the system. At time t (Figure 6.2(a)),

vehicles 1, 2 and 3 have speeds of v 1 = 2, v 2 = 2 and v3 = 1 respectively. At the end of

the update period, vehicles 3 and 2 have their speeds equal to 1 while v 1 = 2. Vehicle 2

must decrease its speed because of the presence of vehicle 3 (application of rule 2, with

gape = 1, result in v 2 = 1). Note that the above rules apply to a single-lane road. Rules for

multilane traffic, including vehicle passing can be found in [94].
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6.3 DTMC-CA Model

This section presents DTMC-CA, a discrete-time and discrete-space Markov model for

estimating the expected connectivity duration in vehicular networks using the Cellular

Automaton freeway traffic model. Recall that connectivity between two vehicle nodes is

maintained as long as intermediate nodes can be found to form a multihop communication

path, independently of the specific intermediate nodes used. A multihop path is a list of

nodes such that the distance between any pair of successive nodes in the list is at most equal

to the transmission range r. The following description assumes a single lane, unidirectional

road (traffic moving from left to right) or a two-lane bidirectional road.

6.3.1 Description

Consider a road with vehicles moving with velocities from a set {0, 1, .. vmax } . Now

consider the section of road located between 2 vehicles in communication. The road

section of interest is divided in k cells of fixed length Lc. A value from the set V =

{0, 1, . vm„„, Do} is associated with each cell. A positive value c. 0, c. V corresponds

to a vehicle in cell i moving with speed c i . A cell value of 0 represents a stationary vehicle

while a cell value of Do corresponds to an empty cell. To simplify the presentation, the

following description first assumes that the communication endpoints are static (source

and destination have speeds v s = 0 and vd = 0 respectively). Thus, the distance between

the endpoints will not change during the communication. This assumption will be relaxed

in the later part of this section.

A Markov chain M = (S, P, so ) is constructed with state space S =	 = (c 1 , c2, .. • , ck)

c. V, for all 1 < i < k} and transition probability matrix P. No assumption is made on

the starting state s o of the Markov chain as only stationary measures are of interest in this
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Figure 6.3 Invalid states in the DTMC-CA model. On a single lane road, the
configurations at time t are not possible because they would involve vehicles crossing (or
flying above) other vehicles.

study. As described, the size of the state space would be I SI = IVI k . However, it is possible

to reduce this size considerably (more than 95%) using the properties of the mobility model

as well as techniques such as lumping of Markov chains.

6.3.2 State Space Reduction

Two techniques of reduction of the state space are described. Each state s E S is of the

form s = (c1 , c2 , . , ck) with c, E V, for all 1 < i < k. If one is to consider all possible

instances of s, the size of the state space S would grow very quickly. However, keeping

all those states would be unnecessary because further examination shows that many of

those states would violate the rules of the cellular automaton model (Section 6.2). The

first reduction technique identifies those instances of s which violate the rules and removes

them. The second technique aggregates the remaining states in logically equivalent states

using lumping.

Invalid States The first reduction technique prevents the inclusion in S of states that

violate the update rules of the mobility model used. These are transient states which cannot

be reached from any other state in the system. For example, considering a road with k =

6 cells and vmax = 2, one such invalid state is s = (co, Do, 0, 2, oo, oo). This state is

invalid because of the pair of speeds (0, 2) located on consecutive cells. As shown in
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Figure 6.3, such a state is invalid on a single-lane road because it would have resulted from

vehicles passing each other on a lane road, which is not allowed in the traffic model. From

the configurations in Figure 6.3 at time t — 1, application of rule 2 would have resulted

in the vehicle at the left slowing down to speed 0 at time t. Using a similar reasoning,

state s = (oo, 00,1, oo, 3, oc) is also found to violate the rules of the system (because of

the configuration (1, oo, 3)). Algorithm 3 outputs a state space set containing only non-

transient states, for a given value of maximum speed v max and number of cells k. This

algorithm does not work by generating all possible states and then removing the invalid

ones because the algorithm would run out of memory very quickly (e.g., for k = 10 and

vmax = 5, temporarily generating all possible states would require 7 10 instances of vectors

of 10 numbers). Instead, the formation of those states that are known to contain invalid

configurations is prevented. Lines 2 — 7 show how this is achieved for k = 1, 2 and 3. For

larger values of k (lines 9 — 19), the algorithm uses the set obtained for k — 1 and adds

one position to the left of each vector elements. Note that the invalid states concept is an

extension of Garden of Eden states described in [95].

Table 6.1 clearly confirms that removing the invalid states greatly decreases the state

space size, with reduction of 85% or more when k = 5. The greater the maximum speed,

the bigger the benefits of removing invalid states from the state space set.

Lumpability of Markov Chains The next state-reduction technique applies the concept

of lumpability to create an aggregated Markov chain without losing any information for

the performance measures of interest. One notes that other aggregation techniques can be

found in the literature (e.g., nearly completely decomposability (NCD) [96, 97, 98]). In

this study, the choice was made to lump the Markov chain because unlike other methods
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Algorithm 3 Generation of Valid State Space S with length k states and Maximum Speed vmax
Notation:

Sm : State space set with element of the form (c 1 , c2, .• • , cm)
Sm,i,j: Subset of Sn, with value i at position j
V = {0, 1, ..., vmax , oo}: Set of possible values of c,
RE P (i, m): Replicate value i, m times
(c, S) r : Add c to beginning of each element of set S
S[i : j]: Extract positions ci through C3 of each element of set S

1: for / 	 1, k do
2: if / == 1 then
3: S1 =V
4: else if / == 2 then
5: S2 = (C1) C2), Cl, C2 E V, Cl = 00 or C2 = 00 or C l = 0, C2 = 0}
6: else if / == 3 then
7: S3 = {(ci, c2, C3), C1, C2, c3 E V,	 = co, (C2, c3) E S2) or (C1 E S1, c2 =

cc, C3 = 1) or (C1 = 0, C2 =--- 0, C3 = 0)}
8: else
9: trnpv0 = (0, S1-1,o,1)r U (0, 0c, S1_ 1 , 1 , 1 [2 : end]) r U (0, x, S/-1,1,2[2 enCr

10: tmpvl tmpv0
11: for e <— 2, min(/ — 2, vmax) do
12: tmpvl = tmpvl U (1, RE P(oo, e), 	 + 1 : endp re

13: end for
14: S1 = (cc,
15: S1 = S1 U tmpv0 U tempvl
16: for e 	 2, vmax do
17: S1 = S1 U (V(e), tmpvl [2 : end]),
18: end for
19: end if
20: end for
21: Return Sk

(e.g., NCD), (ordinary) lumpability allows the exact derivation of stationary and transient

measures of the original Markov chain from the resulting lumped Markov chain [99].

A lumpable Markov chain is a Markov chain in which some states can be merged

together (their transition probabilities are summed) and the resulting process is also a

Markov chain. A more formal definition is provided below, followed by an application

of the concept in the context of the DTMC-CA model.

Definition: Let M = (g,P,s--0 ) be a finite, irreducible Markov chain with state

space S , transition matrix P and initial state 8-0 . Let it represent the steady state row vector
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k 1 2 5 7 9 10

iSi, vmax, = 5, Potential 7 49 16807 823543 79 710

iSi, 77,,„ = 5, Actual 7 19 321 2080 13460 34242

Percent decrease 0% 61% 98% 99.7% 99.97% 99.99%

ISI, vmax = 2, Potential 4 16 1024 16384 49 419

ISI, 'um= = 2, Actual 4 10 156 979 6102 15235

Percent decrease 0% 37.5% 84.76% 94% 97.7% 98.5%

Table 6.1 Comparison of state space set sizes. "Potential" sizes represent state space set
sizes with invalid states while "actual" sizes represent state space sizes without the invalid
states. Removing invalid states greatly decreases the potential computational cost.

( Tr = Tr and ir eT = 1) and L = {L1, L2, . . . Lm } represent a partition of the state space

such that L, C S, L i 0, L, n Lj = 0 and 1.1m_ i L, = g for i, j E {1, 2, ... ,74

The Markov chain M is (ordinarily) lumpable with respect to L if, for all L i , Li E L

and all in E L, [100],

= E Pei",
yeL,	 i/EL3

When the Markov chain M is lumpable with respect to a partition L, then L can be

used to create an aggregated Markov chain M = (L, P , §0 ) in which each element of L is

represented as a single state. The aggregated Markov chain does not introduce any error in

the computation of stationary and some transient properties [99]. Then
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ir(i) =
DELi

To illustrate this concept, consider for example a Markov chain M = 	 P, so ) with

S = {1, 2, 3, 4}. The partition set is L = { (1, 2), (3, 4)} and the transition matrix

3 	 1 	 1 n
10 5 	 2

1
	 0 14 	 4 	 2

1 	 1 	 3	 3
8 	 8 8 8

0 	 ,1 	 1

M is lumpable with respect to L and the lumped Markov chain M = (L, P, -1r) has

the transition matrix

P

As the example above illustrate, lumpable states are most easily determined using the

matrix of transition probabilities of the system. In the DTMC-CA model, the main reasons

for lumping the states would be to reduce spatial and computational costs. However, most

of the cost is incurred in the computation of the transition matrix P. If this matrix is

already computed, there would be no benefit from lumping the state space because P

would directly be used to compute the desired probabilities measures. For this reason,

the approach selected takes advantage of the characteristics of the system to determine the

lumpable states.

P

2 2

1 	 3
4 4
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Considering the system update rules, note that if two states x, y are equal after the

first two rules of update (Section 6.2) then row x and row y will be identical in the transition

matrix. Hence, the two states can be lumped together because they are equivalent from a

stochastic view. Note that the connectivity status of each state must be considered when

creating the lumps (a state corresponding to disconnected status should not be lumped with

a state corresponding to a connected status). To illustrate the method, consider a system

with k = 4 and ymax = 2. Then, the following two states result in identical rows in the

transition matrix: s 1 = (co, 1, oo, oo) and 8 2 = (oo, 2, no, no). This is because after the

first two rules are applied both will become (oc, 2, oo, oo).

Table 6.2 shows the reduction in state space size after equivalent states are lumped,

taking into account the connectivity status of each state. The transmission range r = 4 cells

was used for the values in this table. Decreases of more than 80% of the state space size

can be achieved using this technique.

k 1 2 5 7 9 10

ISI, yrnax = 5, without lumping 7 19 321 2080 13460 34242

IS1, ymax = 5, with lumping 7 12 79 363 1635 3484

Percent decrease 0% 36.8% 75.4% 82.5% 87.8% 89.8%

ISI, ymax = 2 without lumping 4 10 156 979 6102 15235

I SI, vmax = 2, with lumping 4 6 55 246 1103 2336

Percent decrease 0% 40% 64.7% 74.87% 81.9% 84.7%

Table 6.2 Benefits of lumping together equivalent states shown by comparing state space
set sizes with and without lumping. The aggregation is performed on the state space set
without invalid states.
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Figure 6.4 Illustration of expressions used in the computation of the transition
probabilities.

6.3.3 Transition Matrix P

The aggregated state space is used to compute the matrix of transition probabilities P =

{P(x, y) : x, y E S} where P(x, y) represents the probability of moving from state

x to state y in one time step. Considering two states x = (x 1 , x2 , ... , xk) and y =

(yi, Y2, • • yk), only a few valid transitions from x to y are possible. Below is the list the

allowable transitions from x to y. Recall that the stochastic rule of the cellular automaton

traffic model (third rule) specifies that a vehicle will choose to decrease its speed, if greater

than 0, with probability p. Let v, represent the position of next occupied cell at the right

of cell i while rye represents the position of the previous occupied cell at the left of cell i.

Figure 6.4 shows some examples. Let v o be the position of the first occupied cell from

the left border and 7k be the position of the first occupied cell from the right border (last

occupied cell from the left).

For v0 < i < 7k — 1:

• If x i = j, j < ?}max and u, > j + 1, then yi+3 = j with probability pi = p and
yi±j±i = j 1 with probability p, = 1 — p.

• If xi = j, j < ymax and vi < j + 1, then 	 = vi — 1 with probability pi = p

and yi+ ,„ =- vi with probability pi = 1 — p.
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• If x i j, j vmax and vi > j 1, then yi+j- i = j - 1 with probability pi = p and

yi±j --= j with probability pi = 1 - p.

• If xi = j, j = vmax and vi < j 1, then yi+vi _ i	— 1 with probability pi = p
and yi+,, = vi with probability pi = 1 - p.

For the border cells, additional probabilities must be defined. On the left border, a

new car may enter the area of interest (through any of the cells 1 through min(vmax, -1)).

For example, in Figure 6.4, a new car may enter in cell 1 or 2. On the right border, the

vehicle in position 7k may leave the area of observation (if 'Yk > k - vmax). The probability

that a new vehicle enters the area of observation at cell e with speed h is pe ,h and pa is

the probability that a vehicle is blocked from exiting the area (because of the presence of

another vehicle after cell k). For the left border

• If x i = 00 with 1 < i < min(vmax, vo - 1), then yi = h and yj = oo, j
1 < j < min(vmax, vo - 1), with probability pi = Pi,h.

For the right border

• If x- ,k = j, j < vmax, %/c < k and '-yk — 	k, then (1) 11k = k — 7k)Yi = co, -yk < i <
k, with probability pi = po(1—p); (2) Yk-1 = k 	 1) = 00 , 7k 	 k, i k
with probability pi = Apo); (3) yi = 00, ')/k < i < k, with probability pi = (1 - po).

• If x ryk = j, j < vmax, 'Yk < k and -yk + j + 1 > k, then (1) 11k = k - 7k ,11i = °() )yk<
i < k, with probability pi = p(1 - po) + po(1 — p); (2) 11k-1 = k — "Yk — 1 , yi

`Ylo < i < k, i 	 k with probability pi =- P(Pfi); (3) yi = 00 , -Yk < i < k, with
probability pi = (1 - p)(1 - pa).

• If x7k = j, j = vmax, 	 < k and 7k + j > k, then (1) yk = k - 	 Yi = 00 , "Yk
i < k, with probability pi = P( 1 - pp) + Pfi( 1 p); (2) 11k-1 	 k — 	 — 1 , yi =
Dc -Yk < i < k, i 	 k with probability pi = P(Po); (3) yi = 00 , -Yk 5 i < k, with

probability pi = (1 - p)(1 - pa).

• If x-yk = j, j > 0, -yk = k, then (1) 11k = 0, with probability pi = pe; (2) yi =
oc, -Yk < i < k, with probability pi = 	 - pa).
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• If x ryk = j, j = 0, -yk = k, then (1) yk = 0, with probability p, = p(1 — p 1) po ; (2)
yi = oo, 'yk < i < k, with probability pi = (1 — p)(1 — pa ).

• If xy, = j, -yk < k and -yk + j + 1 < vmax < k, then probabilities are computed as in
the case of vo < i < 	 — 1.

From these individual cells probabilities, the transition matrix entry P(x, y) is computed

as P(x, y) = 1 1 pi.

6.3.4 Probabilistic Measures

The transition matrix is used to compute various probabilistic measures of interest. The

state space is divided in two subsets, S i and S2, such that Si U S2 = S and S1 fl S2 =

The subset Si contains the states in which the status of the system is connected while S2

contains the states corresponding to a disconnected status. The first measure is the expected

time to disconnection, for which two variations are computed: with SO E Si and s0 E S.

The second measure is the expected time to connection, for which two variations are also

computed, with so E S2 and s0 E S. The final measure is the probability of maintaining__

connectivity for a period longer than a value t. Below is a brief description of how each of

these measures is derived from the transition matrix.

Expected Time to Disconnection: Given the transition P and for each (x, y) E

SxS, set Pr (x,y) = P(x, y) if y E Si, and Pr (x, y) = 0 if y E S2. Then define h -=

(1,1,..., 1), a vector of size I SI containing all 1's and g = (I — Pr)'h.

Then, the expected time to disconnection given that the system is in a connected state

in steady state is given by [101]

E[Tconn so E 	 = xE
s

'

g(x)7(x) 

EyES1 71- (Y)
(6.1)
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And the expected time to disconnection independent of the current status in steady

state is given by

E[Tcomn] = E g (x)ir (x).	 (6.2)
xE S1

Expected Time to Connection: Given the transition P and for each (x, y) E SxS,

set Pr2 (x , y) = P(x, y) if y e S2, and Pre (x, y) = 0 if y E Sl. h is defined as in the case

above and g2 = (I — Pr2 ) - 1 h.

Then, the expected time to connection given that the system is in a disconnected state

in steady state is given by

E[Tdisconnlso E 82] — 	 xES2 92(X)7 (X)

EyE.52 (Y)

Then, the expected time to connection independent of the current status in steady

state is given by

E[Tdisconn]	 E 92(x) rr (x)•	 (6.4)
xES2

Probability of Connection Duration: The last measure outputs the probability of

maintaining connectivity for more than a period of time t. In this case too, for (x, y) E SxS,

set Pr (x , y) = P (x y) if y E Si and 1=',.(x , y) = 0 if y E S2. Then,

P[T > =	 7r (x)	 Prt (x , y).	 (6.5)
xES1	 y ES

(6.3)
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where Pr represents matrix Pr raised to the power t.

6.3.5 DTMC -CA Example

The computation of the transition matrix P is illustrated through a simple example. Assume

k = 4, vmax = 2 and the threshold for connectivity is r = 2. The straightforward

computation of the state space S would lead to a size of ISI = 44 = 256 states. By

preventing invalid states, the size becomes I SI = 63, which reduces to 15'1 = 26 after

the states are lumped together. Table 6.3 lists the final set S of states involved in the

computation of P.

(co oo 0 co) (oo 2 oo oc) (oo co 2 0) (oo 0 oc oo)

(oo 2 oo 0) (x 2 Do 1) (2 oc oo 0) (2 oo Do 2)

(oo oo 2 oo) (pc 2 0 oo) (oo 2 0 0) (2 oo 0 oo)

(0 oo oo 0) (0 oo oo 1) (2 oo 1 0) (2 oo 1 oo)

(20 oo oo) (20000) (20 co 1) (2000c)

(2 0 0 0) (oo oo oo oo) (oo oo oo 0) (oo oo oo 2)

(2 oc oo oo) (0 oo oo oc)

Table 6.3 Sample state space S after state reduction steps. Set S reduced from potentially
a size ISI = 256 states to a size I SI = 26 states.

Next, the transition matrix P is calculated. In this example, p = 0.5; p1 , 1 = 0.0773;

P1,2 = 0.0697; P2,2 = 0.0697 and pa = 0.216. The transition matrix obtained is a sparse

matrix, with 116 non-zero entries out of the 262 = 676 total entries. Table 6.4 list the

probabilities from the first 3 states in the first row of Table 6.3. The symbol co has been

replaced by a 0 in each state.
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(.	 . 0 .) (. 2 .	 .) (. . 2 0)

To State P(x,y) To State P(x,y) To State P(, y)

(.	 . 0 .) 0.3916 (2 . . 2) 0.0773 (.	 . 0 .) 0.3071

(. 2 .	 1) 0.0348 (.	 . 2 .) 0.4227 (.	 . 2 0) 0.4762

(2 .. 2) 0.0735 (2 .	 1	 .) 0.0773 (. 2 0 .) 0.0273

(. 2 0 .) 0.0348 (.	 . . 2) 0.4227 (. 2 0 0) 0.0424

(2. 0.) 0.0735 (2. 0.) 0.0576

(.	 . . 2) 0.3916 (2 . 1 0) 0.0894

Table 6.4 Three rows extracted of the transition matrix P corresponding to state space S.

L. 7.5m

-4- 1:).--- " f)

-II.

Figure 6.5 Bidirectional traffic: the road interval is divided in juxtaposed cells of fixed
length on each traffic lane of a bidirectional road.

Each of the columns in Table 6.4 represents a row in the transition matrix P. As

expected, they each sum up to exactly 1. Also recall that each of the transitions represents

the sum of (typically) more than one transition, as each of the state in S is a representative

from an aggregated group of states.

6.3.6 Bidirectional Traffic

This subsection considers a stretch of a road with traffic moving in both directions. The

source and destination endpoints are still assumed static.
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Each lane of the road section of interest is divided in k cells of fixed length Lc , as in

the single-lane case. The cells are juxtaposed on the lanes (see Figure 6.5). A value from

the set V = {0, 1, , 21 , ay , Do} is associated with each cell.

A Markov chain M = 	 P, so ) is constructed with state space

= 	 = (c1,1, C1,25 777 7 el,k C2,17 • • • , C2,k) 	 E 12-, for i = 1, 2 and 1 < j < k}

and transition probability matrix P. In this case too, no assumption is made on the starting

state s'0 of the Markov chain as only stationary measures are of interest.

The movement in each traffic lane is independent of the other lane. Hence, a state

a E S can be considered as a vector of two states a = (s 11 , s 12 ) with s11, s12 E S, the state

space of the single-lane traffic described in Section 6.3.1. s 11 is the state of the system on

lane 1 while s12 is the system state on lane 2.

The matrix of transition probabilities P = {P(x, y) : x, y E 	 where /5 (x, y)

represents the probability of moving from state x to state y in one time step is computed as

/5 (x, y) = P((x i„	 (y11, y12))x 12 ),	 with x 11 , x l2 ,y11 ,y1 2 E S. And from the independence

of the lanes movements,

/5 (x, y) = P(x1„Th 1 )P(x 12 ,y12 )

where P(x 11 , Y/ i ) represents the transition probability on lane 1 from state x1 1 E S

to y1 1 E S. The decomposition of the state space set S in two disjoint sets g i and g2

representing, respectively, the states with connected status and those with disconnected

status, is a little different in this case. Indeed, a state of disconnection on one lane does

not translate in a state of disconnection when both lanes are considered. Thus, S l = =

(sh, s1 2 ) E S : not (s1 1 E 82 and s12 E S2)} and	 {g = (8117 312) E 	 (s11 E

82 and 812 E S2)}
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6.3.7 Moving Endpoints and Lane Changes

The final configuration considered is a multilane road with P lanes in which lane changes are

enabled. In this case, the endpoints are moving on the road and the length of the portion

of road between the source and the destination may change even as the connectivity is

maintained.

The road portion between the endpoints is initially divided in k cells of fixed length,

Lc. The number of cells k may change over time, with 0 < k < K, where K is the

maximum distance between endpoints considered. The speed of the source vehicle Vsre.

is used as the base speed. Thus, for each vehicle u, the relative speed v v ,„, = v, — v„,

is used by the model (rather than u„ as previously done). The set of relative speeds is

= —vn„,., , —1, 0, I, . , 21raax , ool. A value from 17 - is associated with each cell. A

negative cell value corresponds to a vehicle u moving at a speed v„ < v s„ while a positive

cell value corresponds to a vehicle u moving at a speed v„, > v„. c .

A Markov chain M =- (;',P,§0 ) is constructed with state space

= {rs = (v1,1, v1,2 , . . . , ... V1 5 k , V2,1, . . . V2,k . , V2 ,k Vi , 1, . . . , V z ,k, . . . Vi,k)

Vi ,i E , f or i = 1, 2, ... , and 1 < j < IC}

and transition probability matrix P. No assumption is made on the starting state go of the

Markov chain as only stationary measures are of interest.

To compute the transition matrix, four additional rules are added to the rules set to

regulate lane changes and passing of vehicles [94]. For vehicle i, let gapi represent the

distance to the vehicle ahead on the same lane; let gap,, f,, represent the distance from

vehicle i to the first vehicle forward on the other lane and gapi , b,, represent the distance
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from vehicle i to the first vehicle backward on the other lane. Then, vehicle i can change

to another lane if the all the following rules are satisfied:

• gapi <

• gapij, 0 > (f,0

• gapi,b,o > (b,0

• With all above conditions satisfied, change lane with probability p change

The parameters (, (f,, and Cb,„ specify how far ahead and back the vehicle looks on

the current lane and the other lane before deciding it is safe to make a lane change. The

remaining computations are performed in a fashion similar to the single-lane unidirectional

traffic described in Section 6.3.1. The cells on all lanes are juxtaposed and the connected

states set gi as well as the disconnected states set g2 are determined in a manner similar to

Section 6.3.6.

6.4 DTMC-CA Performance Evaluation

This section presents the evaluation of the DTMC-CA model. In the following, the evaluation

methodology, the metrics used for assessing the performance, and an analysis of the results

is presented.

6.4.1 Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation of the analytical model on a road segment verifies the correctness of its

outputs against simulations results obtained using validated traffic generators on traffic on

a ring topology (Figure 6.6). A road in the form of a closed ring was selected to maintain a
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,<-311:1EMET

Total number of cells = 320 cells

Li

ITELTED.,_--
p . Area of observation 	 Destination

Source' 	 with k cells

Figure 6.6 Map used in the simulation scenario

Parameter Value

Simulation area 320 cells. Cell length > 7.5m

Number of vehicles 35-50-75

Transmission range 4-11 cells

Vehicle velocity 2 - 5 cells per second

Table 6.5 Simulation Setup

constant density during the simulations. The ring layout contains a large number of cells,

from which a portion is selected as the interval between source and destination. The large

system (ring) has an impact on the connectivity of the selected interval but DTMC-CA

considers only the selected interval. However, this evaluation will show that it is able to

account for the impact of the ring as a whole.

The road layout used in the simulations is shown on Figure 6.6. It is a closed loop

road with L = 320 cells. A fixed source and destination pair is communicating using

the vehicular traffic moving on the road. There are k cells between the endpoints in

communication. The length of a cell is often considered equal to 7.5m in the literature.

This value is used, in part, because the average vehicle length is about 5m, thus the

distance 7.5m accounts for about 2.5m safety distance for both front and rear of vehicle

(cell length could be set to 10m or higher if longer safety distance are considered). The
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number of vehicles N on the loop is varied to measure the effects of density p = l*t . The

first 3600 seconds of simulation time are discarded to eliminate initial transient effects of

movement. Next the traffic on the shaded portion of road is captured and analyzed to obtain

the measures of interest. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 6.5.

The parameters of the DTMC-CA model are calibrated to the simulations. The

parameters used are: CA randomization factor p = 0.5; parameters function of the density:

for 35 vehicles pl = 0.012; p2 = 0.073; p3 = 0.0067; p4 = 0.0322; p5 = 0.0285;

pp = 0.10; for 50 vehicles 131 = 0.026; p2 = 0.0130; p3 = 0.0096; p4 = 0.0276;

p5 = 0.023; A@ = 0.3060; for 75 vehicles p 1 = 0.048; p2 = 0.0211; p3 = 0.0131;

p4 = 0.0202; p5 = 0.0148; po = 0.446.

In the expressions above, pi is the probability that a vehicle enters the interval of

observation (shaded area in Figure 6.6) with speed i.

6.4.2 Metrics

DTMC-CA is evaluated by varying the threshold connectivity range, the network density

and the time needed for connectivity. The metrics used to assess the performance are the

following:

• Expected duration of connectivity. This metric defines the amount of time a source
can expect to communicate with a destination multiple hops away. Two values of this
metric are reported, function of the existence (or not) of at least one communication
path at initial time. These values correspond to equation 6.1 and equation 6.2 respectively.
The expected duration of connectivity measures the accuracy of the predictions of
connectivity duration of the analytical model.

• Expected duration of disconnectivity. This metric defines the amount of time a
source can expect not to be able to communicate with a destination multiple hops
away. Two values of this metric are reported, function of the non-existence (or
not) of at least one communication path at initial time. These values correspond to
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equation 6.3 and equation 6.4 respectively. The expected duration of disconnectivity
measures the accuracy of the predictions of disconnect duration of the analytical
model.

• Probability of connectivity duration. This metric defines, in steady-state, the probability
of uninterrupted connectivity lasting at least for a time duration t. It corresponds to
equation 6.5. Using this metric, one can evaluate the independence of connectivity
estimations on adjacent portions of road.

6.4.3 Numerical and Simulation Results

To obtain the data points of the CA simulation, 1000 simulation runs of 3200 simulation

steps are generated. The results presented here are averaged over all the simulations. Within

a simulation, only one of five consecutive steps is considered. This is done to eliminate

the correlation between consecutive samples. Additionally, a random number uniformly

generated from the range (1, 100) is used to determine the start step within the 3200 steps.

This is used to add randomness between two simulation runs.

Expected Duration of Connectivity: Figure 6.7 shows that the expected duration of

connectivity values obtained using the DTMC-CA model match well with the results from

the CA simulations. Comparing analytical and simulation results for a given density, one

observes that the analytical predictions are more exact for ranges greater than 5. This is, in

part, due to the fact that the maximum speed for a vehicle was set to 5 cells per step. For

ranges of 7 cells and greater, the output from the analytical results are within one second

of the simulation results.

Another observation from this figure is, as expected, an increase in the transmission

(or connectivity) range leads to an increase in the expected duration of connectivity for a

fixed value of k. Additionally, the denser the network, the more accurate the outputs from

the DTMC-CA model, when all ranges are considered. Overall, the difference between the
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Figure 6.7 Expected duration of connectivity when the system is initially in a connected
state (or not) with different node densities and different transmission ranges. v max = 5
cells per time step and k = 12 cells.
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simulation and analytical results is very small (within 3 seconds for transmission ranges

greater or equal with 6 cells). Also there is a greater precision for predictions of expected

duration of connectivity in general than for expected duration of connectivity knowing that

the communication instantiated when the system was in a connected state.

An interesting point to note is the stochastic nature of the CA model, a characteristic

which is seen in Figure 6.7(c). With a density of 0.23, one sees an expected duration of

connectivity of about 80 seconds on an interval of 12 cells and with a connectivity range of

11 cells. This result is not likely to appear with a deterministic or near-deterministic traffic

model (duration of connectivity would likely go to infinity using comparable parameters).

Expected Duration of Disconnectivity: Figure 6.8 shows a very good agreement

between expected duration of disconnectivity values obtained using the DTMC-CA model

and the CA simulation results. The accuracy of the predictions does not vary with changing

values of transmission range, except for the case of r = 5 cells, which is influenced by

border effects.

Over different densities, the outputs from DTMC-CA are within 2 seconds of the

values obtained through simulations, for transmission ranges of 6 cells and higher. Combined

with the expected connectivity duration results, these results show that the DTMC-CA

model provides a good level of accuracy and it can be used by protocols at different layers

of the protocol stack. Note that as expected, increasing the transmission range leads to a

decrease in the expected duration of disconnectivity.

Interestingly, this figure also shows that the expected duration of disconnectivity,

given that the system is in disconnected state, does not decrease as the density increases.

This contrasts with Figure 6.7 where a clear difference in expected connectivity duration

values can be observed as the density increases. The impact of density on the expected
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duration of disconnectivity appears reduced, when compared to its impact on expected

duration of connectivity. Thus, longer periods of network connectivity do not necessarily

translate in shorter periods of network disconnection using the CA traffic model. Further

tests are required with other vehicular traffic models to identify whether this is an artifact

of the CA model.

Probability of Duration of Connectivity: The probability of connectivity duration

represents the likelihood of uninterrupted connectivity lasting at least t steps between the

endpoints. A step is a unit of time. Figure 6.9 shows the probabilities corresponding to

different transmission range values and different number of cells k.

As expected, longer uninterrupted connectivity periods are less likely than shorter

periods independently of the number of cells k between the endpoints. Additionally, the

probabilities decrease when the number of cells, k, increases.

Figure 6.9 also indicates that the probabilities for proportional settings are similar,

though not equal. For example, P[T > 5] for k = 8 cells and range r = 4 equals 0.21

while the same probability for k = 10 cells and range r = 5 equals 0.24.

6.5 Approximating Connectivity for Longer Paths

As previously shown, the DTMC-CA model outputs expected duration of connectivity

as well as expected duration of disconnectivity with good accuracy when compared with

simulation measures. This accuracy is obtained without making any assumption of probabilistic

independence between any pairs of communication links between the source, destination

and any intermediate vehicles on the observed segment. The cost is high memory and

computation requirements. Thus the results presented so far were produced for short paths

of 2 or 3 hops.
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In this section, the question addressed is whether probability measures from adjacent

sub-stretches of a road segment can be considered as independent. If sub-stretches are

found independent or weakly correlated, then the probability of connectivity duration of a

long road stretch can be obtained by simple multiplication of probabilities of smaller parts.

To verify independence between adjacent sub-stretches of a road segment, two ranges,

r = 4 cells and r = 5 cells, and two number of cells, k = 5 cells and k = 10 cells

are considered. The k values were selected so that one is half of the other. For a given

transmission range r, the values P[T > , ]k=10,r and P[T > t]L 5 , are computed and the

verification of whether P[T > --]k-10,r P[T > t] =57, is performed.

Figure 6.10 shows the results of the comparison of P[T > t]k=10,r and P[T >

t]2c=5r . Both sets of probability values are comparable, though not equal. Certain values

of time steps t lead to closer match between values of P[T > -]k=10,r

For example, for t = 12 seconds (assuming 1 step is 1 second) and r = 5 cells, the

expected values for a larger stretch can be approximated from a smaller sub-stretch (about

0.001 or 2% difference in the probability values). This suggests that although not exactly

independent, smaller sub-stretches can be used to approximate longer road stretches with a

small error. This can be used to approximate DTMC-CA estimates of duration of connectivity

on longer road segments.

6.6 Connectivity Window Model

The Connectivity Window (CW) model is a generalization of DTMC-CA (Section 6.3)

for any microscopic vehicular traffic model. Connectivity patterns can vary greatly across

different traffic generator models, even when the models are validated in the literature. Thus

the need for a model which can be used with many traffic generators. In the following, a

and P[T >
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comparison of the CA model against another vehicular traffic model is shown to illustrate

the differences between different models. Then, a description of the CW model is provided.

6.6.1 SUMO Mobility

SUMO is a microscopic, continuous-space, and discrete-time vehicular traffic generator

package commonly used for assessing the performance of vehicular networks protocols.

The goal here is to assess whether the DTMC-CA model (based on the CA traffic model)

matches the results of other vehicular models. Since DTMC-CA results are in good agreement

with the CA simulations, the following will compare just the simulation results of SUMO

and the CA model. Note that SUMO was used in the evaluation of the RBVT protocols in

the previous chapters.

The collision-free car-following model implemented in SUMO is described in [74,

102]. Expected values derived using DTMC-CA (or measured from CA) may not match

simulation measurements from SUMO. Nevertheless, both CA and SUMO are validated

traffic models used in vehicular networks experiments and it would be helpful to understand

their behaviors when applied on an identical input map.

Using the map previously introduced (Figure 6.6), vehicles movements are generated

with SUMO. The initial transient steps are discarded (first 3600 seconds of simulation)

then measurements are taken on the shaded area of the map. Table 6.6 shows the expected

duration of connectivity corresponding to k = 12 cells and different values of transmission

range r for both SUMO and the CA model.

The simulation measures obtained with SUMO (Table 6.6) differ from the results

obtained with the CA model. The reason is that both models do not handle uninterrupted

traffic in a similar fashion, as illustrated on Figure 6.11. On this figure, the CA model
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(a) CA Model 1 : position of a vehicle (b) SUMO
...: empty road position

Figure 6.11 Space-time diagrams using the CA traffic model and SUMO. The stochastic
nature of CA model leads to stop-and-go waves of traffic while SUMO traffic stabilizes to
near-constant speed for all vehicles in the scenario considered.

Range r 6 7 8 9 10

SUMO E[Tconn] (sec) 0.002 2.876 14.338 149.042 1856.392

CA E[Tcortn] (sec) 7.3906 10.4578 13.987 18.3252 23.6212

Table 6.6 Expected duration of connectivity using SUMO and the input map. Number of
cars = 50. Length of road stretch observed = 12 cells (equivalent to 90m if L0 = 7.5m).

creates waves which traverse the road in direction opposite to the traffic. SUMO on the

other hand stabilizes to a close to unchanging gap length between consecutive vehicles.

The variations in the gap length with SUMO build very slowly compared to the CA model.

6.6.2 CW Model Description

The system observed is identical to the one in Section 6.3.1. The transmission range r

represents the maximum number of consecutive empty cells for successful connectivity.
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The main idea of the CW model is to abstract the actual vehicle movements and focus

on the number of vehicles in each transmission range. For each physical arrangement of

vehicles on the observed cells, a vector is created with the counts of the number of vehicles

w, in r consecutive cells starting at cell 1. The set W = 10, 1, . . . , r} contains the possible

values of w i . Note that w i and wi+1 have r — 1 overlapping cells.

A Markov chain M' = (S',P',w/o) is constructed with state space S' = {w =

(w i , w2 , ,w,„) : w, E 147 , for all 1 < i < n} where n = k — r + 1. The size of

S is function of the parameter r, the connectivity range and the total number of cells k.

Figure 6.12 illustrates the CW concept. A physical disposition of vehicles on a stretch with

k = 6 cells and 4 cars positioned as shown on the figure. When r = 3 cells, the state w E

will be (2, 2, 1, 2). For r = 4 cells, the corresponding state in S is w = (3, 2, 2). Because

CW abstracts the actual movements of vehicles and focuses on the count of vehicle in each

connectivity range, it can be used in conjunction with different traffic mobility models.

6.6.3 Transition Matrix P

A two-step method is described to compute the matrix of transition probabilities P' =

{P'(w, y) : w, y C S'} where P'(w, y) represents the probability of moving from state w

to state y in one time step. The following description assumes the CA model as microscopic

traffic model. First, each state of S' is translated into states of S, (i.e. from the count of the

number of vehicles to actual location of vehicles). The transition probabilities of physical

states are computed and the output transitions are translated into states of S'. A detailed

description is presented below.



1 1

w3 = 1

=2 *—
w2 = 2

Range r=3
n = 4
State: (2, 2, 1, 2)

=3
W2 - 2 *: 	

w3 = 2 *

w 3 Range r = 4
n = 3
State: @, 2, 2)

w2 = 2
w3 = 2

Road section I 	 1 	 I 	 0
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w4 2

(a) Using a range r = 3 cells on the road section, the resulting state has 4 cells

Road section 110 	 I 	 111 	 11

Range r= 4
n = 3
State: @, 2, 2)

(b) Using a range r= 4 cells on the same road section, the resulting state has 3 cells

Road section 1 	 I 	 I 	 1 	 I 	 0

(c) Different physical arrangement of vehicles (from case b) can lead to same resulting state with 3 cells

Figure 6.12 Moving window of size r is used to generate states in the CW model. In each
subgroup of size r, the count of the number of vehicles is recorded.
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First, a state w = (w i , w2 , , wn ) E S i is translated to physical states of the form

s = (c 1 , c2 , . , ck ), where k represents the number of cells and c, E V. A state w E S'

may correspond to multiple state s E S (see Figure 6.12). Let A(w) represent the set of

all physical states corresponding to w. Algorithm 4 is used for this conversion. For each

state w, it identifies the cells which are occupied cells and the ones that are empty. Then

the occupied cells are replaced with the vehicles' speeds to produce valid states according

to the rules of the mobility model (Section 6.2).

Next, the physical states transition probabilities are computed as in Section 6.3, with

the exception that the output transition states are translated in their representations in S'.

Let T (s , y) be the transition probability from the physical state s E A(w) to the state y E S'

such that T (s, y) = E.EA(y) P(s , ct). Let x(s I w) be the probability of state 'w representing

the physical state s. The steady state probability of finding a vehicle with speed i is given

by Kt , 0 < i < vmax . Let p represent the vehicle density, with d = 1 — p and q = 1 — p.

The individual speed probabilities in steady-state, which are given in [103], are

,2  1+pd 
1-pd2

„2 d 	d+p2
`11' 	 (1-pd3 )(1-

d
pd2 )

1+(q-p)d' 
(1-pcM-2) 	 z -1 	 (1_pdi+2)

vm"- I
1- dvmax -1 (q±pd)q 	 Kvm. 2

qdvmax

1-qemax kvmax -1

if = 0

if i = 1

if 1 < i < vniax — 2

if i = vmax — 1

if i = vmax

1 -qd"ma.

Then, x(s jw) = 1 11,fiE69kokii . and P(w, Y) = EsEAm X(siw)r(s, Y)•
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6.6.4 Probabilistic Measures

The computation of probabilistic measures is similar to the DTMC-CA model. Sets Si and

are determined as Si = {w = (,wi w2, • • • wn) E S' : w, L 0,	 =	 . , n} while

{y = (yi Y2, ... , yn ) E S' : ]y„, y, = 0}. The expected time to disconnection,

expected time to connection and the probability of connection duration have the same

expressions as in Section 6.3.

6.6.5 Example

The computation of the state space S' is illustrated through a small example. Assume k = 4

and vmax = 2 and the threshold for connectivity is r = 2. The straightforward computation

of the state space S would lead to a size of !SI = 44 = 256 states. The connectivity window

model leads to IS' I = 15 states, with 77, = 3. Table 6.7 lists the set S' of states involved in

the computation of P' .

(0 0 0) (0 0 1) (0 1 1) (0 1 2)

(1 0 0) (1 0 1) (1 1 0) (1 1 1)

(1	 1 2) (1 2 1) (1 2 2) (2 1 0)

(2 1 1) (2 2 1) (2 2 2)

Table 6.7 Sample state space S' using connectivity window model. Set S' reduced from
potentially a size 1St = 256 states to a size IS' I =- 15 states.

6.7 On Incorporating Path Estimates in RBVT Protocols

This section identifies components of RBVT protocols which can benefit from the knowledge

of path estimates and, for each one, briefly describes how these estimates can be incorporated
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in RBVT protocols to improve their performance. But first, applicability requirements are

presented. They specify possible methods to employ in determining the parameters of the

analytical models.

6.7.1 Applicability Requirements

The main requirement needed to ensure adequate usage of the DTMC-CA/CW analytical

route predictions in RBVT is the determination of the traffic density and the probability

of speed of entry on road segments. A practical method to obtain daily values for the first

requirement is to use existing transportation sensors placed on the roads. For example,

the analysis of data collected by such sensors can generate hourly traffic densities and

average speeds. These values can then be uploaded in the cars and used on-demand by the

models. This method, however, cannot adapt to the actual real-time traffic conditions. A

better method would employ wireless sensor networks on the road-side [104], which can

compute dynamically the required values and share them with the passing cars.

6.7.2 Improving Route Selection

The predictions of expected route durations can be used as a metric in evaluating the quality

of routes in RBVT protocols. In RBVT-R, route request packets would not only store the

intersections on the path, but also contain the densities and other probability measures of

the traversed road segments. As mentioned above, these values are stored at the sensors

along the roads. For example, RBVT-R could be modified to wait for more than one route

reply and select the best route based on its analytically estimated duration. In RBVT-P,

the Connectivity Packet (CP) visits the network and, for each visited road segment, will

store not only the connectivity state but also the densities and probability measures from
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the sensors. These values are then included in the edge weights for computing the shortest

paths in the network.

6.7.3 Enhancing RBVT-R Route Maintenance

The expected duration of disconnectivity can be used to enhance the maintenance phase of

RBVT-R. When a source node receives a route error in RBVT-R, it waits for a while and

attempts to use the same route again. The waiting time is determined, at present, through

heuristics. This can be improved by replacing the heuristic wait time with the expected

duration of disconnectivity determined by DTMC-CA. Furthermore, the knowledge of the

expected connectivity duration of an RBVT-R route can be used to prevent route failures.

One possible method would have the source node generate a new route discovery before

the currently active route fails. A similar method would start with the first route received

in response to a route discovery packet, but switch to better routes which may arrive with

subsequent route reply packets.

6.7.4 Determining RBVT-P CP Generation Interval

The next improvement considers the interval of generation of new Connectivity Packet (CP)

in RBVT-P. Determining the proper inter-CP time interval would consider the expected

duration of connectivity on the roads. For areas with short expected connectivity durations,

CPs should be generated more often than in dense vehicular traffic.

6.7.5 Reducing Overhead Network Traffic

Incorporating the outputs from DTMC-CA can reduce the network overhead of RBVT

protocols. Indeed, the expected time of connection and disconnection can inform the source
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of the likelihood of success in transmitting a file of a certain of size (e.g., 100MB) at a

given instant. The source may then decide to delay the transmission or to transmit just a

chunk of the file on the current route. In addition, selecting better routes which have better

connectivity, as mentioned above, can further reduce the overhead traffic in the network.

6.8 Chapter Summary

The lifetime of RBVT paths represents the duration of network connectivity between nodes

of a vehicular network. In this chapter, two analytical models were introduced to estimate

the duration of connectivity as well as the duration of disconnectivity between two endpoints

in a vehicular network. The models use discrete-time and discrete-space Markov chains

to track the evolution of the connectivity status. The first model, DTMC-CA, is based

on the Cellular Automaton freeway traffic model. The second model, CW, generalizes

DTMC-CA to any traffic model by abstracting the microscopic vehicle movements in the

Markov chains. Simulation results showed that DTMC-CA is able to estimate, with high

accuracy, the duration of connectivity and disconnection in a vehicular network.

Future work will consider integrating the results presented here in RBVT-P to determine

the proper size of the region to be covered by a connectivity packet, and in RBVT-R to

better assess the wait time after a path breaks. Protocols at other layers (application layer,

transport layer), can also make use of the results of the models presented here to improve

their performance in highly dynamic environments such as vehicular networks.



Algorithm 4 Translate from CW state to physical state
Notation:

S = {(w1, • • • w.), 1 < wi < r}: State space set of CW matrix
k: Number of cells in each physical state
n = k — r + I: Number of cells in each element of Scw
r: Connectivity range
w = {(w i , 	 , wTh l: State to translate to physical states
wi : Cell i of w
x = {(x 1 , . 	 xkl: Physical state corresponding to w
x i : Cell i of x
column(x, i): Column i of vector/matrix x. Equivalent to x i when x is a vector

Initialization
1: x	 —1 * [1, 2,..., k]

Determine constraints
2: for i 	 1, n — 1 do
3: if wi 	wi+1 then
4: Xr+i =
5: else if w i == w1+1 + 1 then
6: xi = 1
7: Xr+i = 0
8: else if w i == wi+i — 1 then
9: xi = 0

10: Xr+i = 1
1 1 :	 else
12: Return Error w i — wi+1 > 1
13: end if
14:end for

Determine corresponding physical states
15: z 	 (y(i), y(i) >= 0)
16: validity 4— w(1) — E i z(i)
17:if validity < 0 then
18: Return Invalid state w
19:else if validity == 0 then
20: if x(i) < 0 then
21: x(i) = 0
22: end if
23: Return x
24: end if
25: 1 = length(y) — length(z)
26: comb 	 {c = (c 1 , . , c1), ci E y — z}
27: y 4— replicate y Icombl rows
28: y(comb) = 1
29: y(not in comb) =- 0
30: x 4-- replicate x Icombl rows
31: column(x, [1, 2, 	 , r]) 	 y
32: for i 	 r + 1, k do
33: if column(x,i) < 0 then
34: colum,n(x, i) = —1 * column(x, x(1, i))
35: end if
36:end for
37: Return x
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This dissertation has addressed the problem of efficient routing and forwarding in VANETs.

Through its contributions, it has demonstrated that the integration of VANET features

(road topology, real-time road traffic flow, presence of building, etc) in the design of

VANET protocols can lead to better performance. In the following, a summary of these

contributions and several directions for future work are presented.

7.1 Main Contributions

A new class of routing protocols, called Road-Based using Vehicular Traffic (RBVT)

routing, was proposed. RBVT improves the end-to-end delivery ratio and the end-to-end

delay with as much as 40% for delivery ratio and 85% for delay when compared to existing

protocols. These results are due to the low-sensitivity to changes in network topology of

the RBVT routes. This low-sensitivity comes from the route representation as sequences

of network-connected road intersections reachable through geographic forwarding.

Three optimizations were proposed to further improve the performance of data transfers

in VANETs. First, a beaconless MAC layer technique enables geographical data forwarding

with a significantly reduced network overhead. The selection of the next-hop to forward a

packet is done through a distributed self-election algorithm between nodes. This method

is particularly useful in vehicular networks where the speed of moving vehicles quickly

render prior position information obsolete. Evaluations showed delivery ratios as much as

3 times higher, while the network overhead was mostly eliminated.
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Next, theoretical and simulation studies were performed on the impact of queuing

disciplines on end-to-end delay in ad hoc networks. FIFO versus LIFO, and Taildrop versus

Frontdrop were considered in all four possible combinations. LIFO was rarely studied in

networking literature due to its perceived unfairness. Yet, the analysis and simulations

confirm that LIFO with Frontdrop queuing has a level of fairness comparable to traditional

FIFO with Taildrop, while reducing the end-to-end delay to less than half that of FIFO with

Taildrop.

Finally, the analytical characterization of road-based path durations was derived to

help improve RBVT performance. The path duration estimates can be used to select better

paths or to decide when to start data transfers in VANETs. Two analytical models were

introduced to derive the estimate of RBVT path expected lifetime as well as the expected

duration of path disconnectivity. The evaluation showed a high level of accuracy in the

prediction of expected duration of RBVT paths, while taking into account the complex and

dynamic interactions between intermediate vehicles.

7.2 Future Work

Adaptive queuing mechanism to dynamically select the best queuing policy: It was

shown in this dissertation that the performance of delay sensitive but loss tolerant applications

can be improved in multihop ad hoc networks if the queuing strategy was switched from

the traditional FIFO with Taildrop queuing discipline to a LIFO with Frontdrop discipline.

An extension of this study would determine which parameters to use in deciding whether

and when a node should switch its queuing policy. Another extension would perform

an implementation of this approach in actual networked devices, which will allow for

verification of the results on real-life systems.
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Evaluation of the Connectivity Window (CW) model: The CW was proposed

in this dissertation to estimate the expected duration of connectivity and disconnectivity

between nodes of a VANET independently of the microscopic vehicular traffic model used.

An extension of the work presented here would evaluate the CW model using different

traffic models proposed in the literature and assess whether an independence assumption

can be made on the connectivity durations of adjacent stretches of a road. Additionally, the

model could be extended to allow for entry and exit from multiple cells.

Incorporating route lifetime predictions in RBVT: Two models for estimating the

expected duration of connectivity and disconnectivity were proposed in this dissertation.

An extension of the work presented here would add the route lifetimes prediction estimates

in the selection of RBVT routes and the maintenance phase of reactive RBVT.

Security in RBVT protocols: The security level of a system and its vulnerability

to potential attacks are important components of an ad hoc communication system. An

extension of the work presented here would study the security implications of the RBVT

approach and develop methods to safeguard the authenticity and confidentiality of the data

transmitted.

To conclude, this dissertation highlighted the performance benefits of including the

characteristics of VANETs in the network protocols. This main result and the individual

dissertation contributions can be leveraged in future real-world deployment of VANETs

to enable a large set of applications ranging from dynamic route planning to file sharing

between moving vehicles.



APPENDIX

EXPECTED HITTING TIME

In this section, the expressions of crk , N (.), Ok,N (.) as well as 0,,k,s(s) are derived. The

notation used is the same as introduced in Section 5.3.

A Deriving Expressions of o-k,/v(.), Ok,N•

A host queue is modeled as a Markov Chain X(t) on the state space { —1, 0, • • • , N},

where X(t) is the state at time t. For all disciplines considered, if a packet arrives while

X (t - ) = (k) and k < N then the state changes to X (t+) = (k + 1), all packets already in

the system keep their position, and the new packet goes into position k + 1.

Given X(0+) = k, 1 < k < N, what is the probability that after time 0 state (0)

will be reached before state (N + 1) is reached? and what is the probability that state

(N + 1) will be reached before state (0) is reached? The shorthand "Success" stands for

"the state (0) is reached before the state (N + 1) is reached", and "Failure" stands for "the

state (N 1) is reached before the state (0) is reached".

Define

ak,N(8) = E[e -sTk ' N X(success)], cbk,N(s) = E [e- sTk , N X( f ailure)]. 	 (A.1)

The Difference Equation solved here was considered in (at least) Feller II [105]

page 454 etc, but with boundary conditions different from (A.2) below. It may have been

considered over the years in other places in Applied Probability, possibly with other or

similar Boundary Conditions as in (A.2).
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Conditional First Passage Time Distributions for Birth-Death Processes have been

studied extensively. Most interest has been in Birth-Death processes with State-Dependent

arrival rates An and departure rates ,u, - n. The simple case studied in this Section was not

found.

One has o-k,N(0) = ak,N, Ok,N(0 ) = Ok,N, and o-Z N (s) = gkZN(s) is the Laplace

Transform of the time until the waiting room is empty for the first time, given one starts in

state (k) and given that the waiting room goes empty before the first drop occurs. Similarly

Ok ,N (s) = tkl\C„(s) is the Laplace Transform of the time until the first drop occurs, given

one starts in state (k) and given a drop occurs before the first time the waiting room goes

empty.

The boundary conditions are

ao,N(s) 	 1 , aN+LN(s) 	 0, 0o,N(s) = 0, ON+1,N(s)

Considering the boundary conditions in A.2, one gets

A + p 	p	 A
	ak,N(S) = A ++ 8 A +	 bi ak- i,N(s) + A + p ak+1,N(S))

A + p 	 p, 	 A
Cbk,N(S) =	A + + s A +
	 Ok—i,N(s) + A + µ cbk+1,N(s)) •

Solving

(A + p + s)x = p, + Ax 2 	(A.4)

gives

(A.2)

(A.3)

+ + + .\/(A — /1) 2 + 2(A + ,u)s + s 2
(s) =	 2A



(x i (s))k — (x 2 (s)) k
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(A.5)
(A + + — AAA — ) 2 + 2(A +,u)s + s 2

x2(s) = 2A

Then

	k,N(s) =	 (8) (x (s)) k + C2 ,s,N(s)(x2 (s)) k

	

Ok,N (s) =	 (s)(x (s)) k + C2,F,N(s)(x2(s))k	 (A.6)

where (S and F stand for "success" and "failure") CLS,N (.), C2,S,N (.), Cl,F,N•,C2,F,N(•)

are computed from the boundary conditions (A.2):

Ci,s,N(s) + C2,s,N(s) = 1, C1,s,N(s)(xi(s)) N+1 C2,s,N(s)(x2(s)) N+1 = 0,

C1,F,N(s) + C2,F,N(s) = 0, C1,F,N(s)(xi(s)) N+1 + C2,F,N(s)(x2(s)) N+1 = 1. (A.7)

This gives:

(X2(S))
N+1

Cl,S,N(S) = (xi (s ))N+1	 (x2(s))N+1'

(X1(8))
N+1

C25N(S) = (xl (s))N+1 (x2(s))N+1'

CLF,N(s) = + 	
1

(x i (s))N+1	 (x2(8))N+1' C2,F,N(s) 	 (Xi(S))N+1 — (X2(S)) N +1'

(A.8)

This finally gives

crk	
,

N(s) = (x
i (s)) N+ 1 (x2 (s))k — (x2 (s)7± 1 (x i (s)) k 

, (xi (s))N+1 — (x2 ( 8))N-Ft

Ok,N(S) = (xl (s ))N +1	 (x2(s))N+1

Hence

(A.9)

	,N+1-k	 +1-k - +1

ak,N(0), 	 1 _ pN+1 ,N(0) 1 9N +l	 • (A.10)



(1,N,S
A + p

A + +s A+p A+p+s
(B.13)

Ck,N,s(s)	 A + p + s
A 	A
+ ,,k-1

"
N-1 S(S) 

±A 

A + p,
(B.15)

If p = 1 this reduces to
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N + 1 — k
k,N(0) 	

N + 1	
Ok,N(0) = 

N + 1
. (A.11)

B Deriving Expression of Ck , k ,s(.)

Consider

Co,L,s(s) 	 1 , cQ,L,F(S)	 0, (B.12)

Hence, Ck , L ,s(•) is known as long as k = 1 and L = N.

For 1 k < L < N one has

A+ p ( p,	 A ACi L1-1 s(s) 
	Ci,L,s(s) --= 	 771,L+1,s(s)) A+ p+s \A+p, A+/,,t 	 A + p + s	 A + p + s

(B.14)

By starting with (B.13) and then iterating (B.14) backward one computes Ck,L,s(•)

for k = 1 for L = N, N — 1, - • , 1.

	

Suppose 	 s(s) is known for all n < k and all L, with k > 2. Then

This allows computation of (k , N , s (s). Next for k < L < N:

A + it  (  R 	A
Ck,L,s(s) = +p,+s 	 +//, 

(k-1 L-1" S(S) + 	A + p,
(k ' L-Fi ' s (s)) • 	 (B.16)

A 	 )‘ 

By iterating (B.16) backward (L = N — 1, N — 2, • • • , k) one computes (k,L,s(s) for

all 1 < k < L < N .
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